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PRODUCTION ESSAY 
1. Projected Styles 
a. Production Plan 
Fairy tales recount man's deepest, most primitive 
hopes and fears in a fabric of fantasy. Originally stories 
for both young and old, they are now primarily children's 
literature, and are invariably found in beautifully illus-
trated picture books. 
Three elements are key to a dramatic production of 
a fairy tale: the drama, the flights of fancy, and the 
pictorial qualities. In consideration of the first two 
of these, I chose to mount The Spindle Imp in four areas 
(the stage with its apron, a platform down right, a platform 
down left, and the area on the floor in front of the stage.) 
This would allow for fluidity of action, eliminating pauses 
for scenery changes. It would also clarify the rather 
complicated plot involvements by identifying each set of 
characters with a particular location in the hall. 
The proper area for each of the scenes had to be 
carefully considered. I decided that the sc·enes in the 
Codling kitchen should be given central location,since both 
the protagonist and the antagonist make their first appear-
ances there. The stage in Room 210,which could have been 
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the ideal place , posed difficulties: It was small for the 
large cast, and it was set back in the wall , and therefore 
remote. The alternative to the stage was the floor below, 
which was large enough. Also, its closeness to the audience 
could give greater immediacy. Ultimately I settled for the 
stage because: 1) it was raised and therefore more important; 
2) it could have a front curtain. 
The platforms chosen for Charlee Loon's home and the 
royal closet (later nursery) worked well, sine~ they were 
only eight inches high. They deliniated an area, but allowed 
for a large playing space; the actors could easily step down 
and work around them. 
The Witching Wood scene was played on the floor in 
front of the stage, close to the audi ence. To avoid a 
complicated scene shift before this scene, I used only one 
piece of scenery, a cauldron wi th a built-in "fire" below. 
The atmosphere of the eerie forest was created by the lighting. 
Once the shape of the set had been determined, I was 
able to envision the other aspects of the production - still 
guided by the elements of drama in the story, the fantasy, 
and the pictorial qualities. I felt that it was necessary 
to shape the play in terms of good and evil, wild and tame, 
silly and serious,grownup and child - much the way a painter 
plots color masses, or a composer conceives motifs for his 
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opera. Of one thing I was sure: "Evil" was to be an 
unrel enting black, with perhaps some murky browns, greens , 
or blues; whereas, "Good" could have all the colors in the 
spectrum, some sweet, some zany, some rough-and-ready. 
Only by this contrast could the aforementioned primitive 
hopes and fears reveal themselves. 
Playing against this, for relief and fun, I planned 
broad, farcical humor and as many tricks as I could work 
out. 
b. Methods of Work with the Actors 
There occurs a fortunate phenomenon in casting a 
fairy tale play for children: the actors tend to do a lot 
of weeding out for themselves. Some people love fantasies 
and some do not. Usually those who read have a genuine 
feeling for this kind of project . That was true in "The 
Spindle Imp" readings. 
Once casting was completed, we all read the play 
through together, and then discussed it. The fact that 
the play was just what it seemed to be, simplified many 
things, and posed new problems. There were no subtleties 
to ferret out, no impossibly complicated characters to try 
to understand. On the other hand, we had the task of 
developing a sub-text of some sort to prevent the play form 
becoming a bald-faced (maybe even bald-headed) achievement 
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graph. Therefore, I prepared a series of questions for 
group discussion to open up the conceptions at the first 
meeting. Some of these were : Why does the Spindle Imp 
want Doll Codling? What is the connection between the 
Spindle Imp and Charlee Loon? What 's the matter with King 
Nollekins? 
The company was very stimulated by these considerations, 
and discussed them at great length. Much of the humor and 
spontaneity that I wanted to pervade the production was born 
at this meeting. 
The company read the script together once more, but, 
since there seemed to be nothing more to be gained from 
this procedure , we started working on the individual scenes. 
The scenes fell into two categories : 1) those based on 
a situation where the relationships were key; 2) the 
musical scenes .where songs and precise staging had to be 
learned first. 
Needless to say, each actor works differently, and 
must be reached differently . These are some of the 
individual methods that evolved . 
Louis Ponderosa: We worked on Louis' actions first, using 
the image of a Nazi interrogator . As the actions got clearer, 
and he was itching to move around more (which always caused 
him to get diffuse) , I had him focus on his thumbs, keeping 
the rest of his hand closed, and usiD~ the thumbs for all 
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gestures. This gave him a physi cal direction, and from thEn 
on, he could let go and practice his capers, always carefully 
coordinating these with exact wor ds. Since the Spindle Imp 
himself was the key to all of his scenes, his blocking was 
evolved on him as he worked. 
Mary Lou Warner: For Mary Lou I deci ded that actions and 
beats would have to succeed feeling. Therefore, we went to 
work physically. For the first week of rehearsals, her 
instructions were to do nothing but yell. The second weel-c, 
she bought orthopedic shoes and eye glasses, rehearsed with 
these, and continued the yelling. Then we met for several 
hours, discussing Nanny and her motivations, brealdng down 
each scene 'into its actions and relationships. We also 
talked of women Mary Lou had known who reminded her of Nanny. 
Later, we located several words (such as "bossy") which 
could give her an instant picture of her character. 
Finally I discovered that on days when Nanny could not 
relate to any of the other characters, the stumbling block 
was a kind of tension, and the direction "have fun" could 
release her. 
Nancy Abbott: Nancy had the habit of depending on a series 
of manners to get her through. She needed to be reassured 
that literally responding to the others, even without 
spectacular results at first, could help her find an authentic 
shape for her character . 
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Sheila Ginsberg: Sheila knew how to find everything about 
Poll Codling except her age. She finally solved this by 
using several of the children in the company, and modifying 
her natural walk, run, and speaking voice. 
Joe Clapsaddle: Joe approached everything like a tenor. 
We needed to find specific images to rough him up and make 
him more of a fisherman. We worked on his speaking and 
singing vocal production, and found parallels in his own life 
for his kidding relationship with Irving. 
Bill Von Meding: I never did find out how to work with Bill. 
No matter what we did, he insisted on using a thousand tricks 
that a thousand experts that he knew had taught him. All 
of which gave him a character that resembled a mosaic more 
than anything else, and he never seemed involved in his 
scenes. Building the life history of the character did not 
help. Finding parallels was impossible. Images had no 
real potency. Finally, it occurred to me that we had left 
his role far behind and were now involved in a battle of 
wills . Since I am a woman, I decided it was better part 
of valor to back down and tell him that he was right. That 
seemed to release him to achieve some sort of consistency in 
King Nollekins, even though the King was never quite what I 
had in mind. 
Lowell Levinger: Lowell had only one word in the play: 
"Yeahl" , but that had to be delivered in great style. 
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I told him that it was a gag; i t needed showmanship, and he 
had to time it. 
Group Scenes: In the early rehearsals, the crowd scenes 
always seemed dead. People said their lines and then went 
to sleep. To counteract this, we dissected each group scene, 
discussing the minutest beats and reactions. Often each 
member was allowed to choose his own (within a certain scope). 
After this everyone seemed able to keep inventing, and the 
scenes seemed spontaneous and ever more intense. 
As rehearsals continued, I began stressing the need 
to keep feeling the rhythms of the various scenes as they 
were developing. Once the actors could sense the rhythms, 
they were able to begin heightening them, and working for 
contrasts. 
6ne constant instruction to the cast members was to 
hold on to their innocence. It is my feeling that, in 
children's plays, the moment an actor turns his attention 
from his own role to play over his shoulder to the adults 
in the audience, the play is weakened . I have seen thl.s 
done often in children's theatre, much to the detriment of 
the performance. 
c. Speech 
The most immediate and obvious problem in speech 
was the handling of the patter in the songs and surrounding 
dialogue. We worked on this exactly as singers do, 
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focusing on the consonants, connecting the ends of words, 
attacking in certain places. We drilled this. 
The other main project was to achieve very special 
vocal characterizations, based on t he overall characteri-
zation. This was necessary for the children playing imps, 
Poll Codling, Charlee Loon and Rackney. In the case of 
the children, no problem was really posed because the song-
like character of their lines immediately suggested vocal 
distortions. For the others, we worked more for hints of 
the new vocal color, rather than an overall job which would 
tend to limi t rang e and the release of natural expression. 
d. Movement 
I had conceived of this play as being much like a 
ballet, that is, poetic exaggerations of movement and the 
use of space. The main movement concerns were: 
characterized gesture, group patterns, and formally staged 
"numbers" and dances. 
The characterized gestures, treated earlier in 
this paper, were stmply extensions of the natural gestures 
of the actor in his role. 
The group patterns also had this base, but had to 
be clearly defined, essentially choreographed, and delicately 
timed to prevent chaos from taking over, and to coordinate 
the use of space and rhythm. 
As far as actual dances were concerned, I k ept in 
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mind that none of these people were dancers . Tnerefore, 
technically di f ficult material had to be avoided . Instead, 
I concentrated on focus, dir ection of movement, level, 
texture and dynamics , and timing with t he music - and I 
drill edt 
e. Scenery 
The scenery had to be beautiful enough to delight 
the eye, and sparse enough to tickle the imagination. 
Therefore, we decided to use only that furniture which was 
absolutely necessary to the scene and place it in fron t of 
velours, or a neutral background . I n that way, the scenery 
woul d not overshadow the actors , and the audience would be 
free to imagine all the complementary surroundings. 
f . Lighting 
The lighting had to help make the magic, deliniate 
the areas, and light all the areas . This was somewhat of 
a problem with the limited equipment, and, occasionally, 
some of the scenes were dark . 
In the Witching Wood scene, to provide the eerie 
effect, the first lights were focus ed only from beneath 
and within the cauldron. 
brought in from above. 
To add more light, greens were 
In the spinning dance , to focus on the magic, 
all the lights were brought down except those directly on 
the spinning wheel 
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g. Costumes 
Costumes are very important in this play since they 
enhance the characters. 
in no way required. 
Historical accuracy, however, is 
In preparation for this work, the costume designer, 
Doug Schmidt, was given a copy of the play, a copy of the 
book from which it was adapted, and a list of all the 
characters, including a description of each in my terms, and 
a list of some specific costumes items necessary to each. 
h. Musi c 
Music was to be an integral part of this show, and 
I was fortunate enough to know an excellent composer. 
Ordinarily, for a show in which the music is not 
pre-composed, one must have long talks with the composer or 
arranger, explaining the many aspects of the play, what each 
song is to convey, the quality and length of the supporting 
music, referring to compositions which accomplish parallel 
purposes. 
The composer for the Spindle Imp, however, had a 
full background in opera and musical theatre, was interested 
in composing only for the theatre, had been musical director 
of a number of shows, had done a lot of work in children's 
theatre, and knew my taste. He was simply given the play 
to read, with indications of where songs were necessary, and 
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he proceeded from there. 
2. Background 
Research did not seem necessary for this production. 
It was a new play, by a new author, in a new field that does 
not have much tradition, and its locale and period were 
largely imaginary. 
Therefore, instead of reporting on research, I would 
r a ther comment on: a) Why I chose to make evil so intense; 
b) Audience participation; c) the importance of music in 
children's theatre. 
a. Evil 
One reason children like to hear fairy tales 
again and again is that fundamentally the story is of a 
child who manages to win out over evil. It is a reassuring 
story. In mitigating the evil , we remove some of the drama , 
and therefore, lessen some of the joy at the end. 
Secondly, it is reassuring to children to be able 
to pinpoint all the evil - to be able to blame everything 
on one particular character who can be trusted to be bad . 
Furthermore, since all of us have plenty of evil 
in ourselves which we are not allowed to fully express, 
it is most pleasant to see someone breaking all the rul es , 
a vicarious joy. And, after all, the evil.one gets 
punished in the end. 
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b. Audience Participation 
Children do love audience participation. It gives 
them something to do duri ng a long sitting period, and it 
permits them to take an active part in the play . 
It is important, however, when setting audience 
participation, to make the instructions very specific, if 
possible, very physical, and to set the beginning and ending 
of the activity. 
Furthermore, it is necessary to motivate the 
participation carefully. In this play, the audience is 
called upon to help at t he most climactic moment, just when 
the children deeply want the heroine to be free. It is true 
that the main plea is vague: to wi sh. But this is accompanied 
by instructions to close eyes and hold on to seats. Also 
the actor who asks the audience to "help" must establish a 
very strong contact with them. 
c. Music 
Music is not necessary in all plays for children, 
but it is certainly helpful in a l arge house, where there is 
a less intimate contact between the audience and the play. 
Music, in both its rhythmic and melodic aspects, 
creates a deeper and more instantaneous involvement than 
mere words. In fairy tales, music is particularly indicated. 
Fairy tales are a heightened, condensed, and poetic version 
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of life. 
speech. 
This is just the relation music has to everyday 
Room 210 is small, and a performance for children 
here could be done without music. However, I planned a 
production that could just as easily have been done before 
an audience of a thousand children. In such a case, 
subtitles are a hindrance. Such a production must always 
be conceived in broad emotional blocks, each contrasting 
to the others. 
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DIRECTOR'S LOG 
(This is a fairly complete log. 
omissions. Some notes got lost. 
entered for lack of time.) 
There are, however, some 
Others were never 
October 30 
When I cast, I looked for the following values in 
the actors: 
Poll - small, energetic, outgoing. She is a 
twelve year old girl who is very 
inquisitive and strong enough to become 
a heroine. 
Doll - lovely, the character must appear 
passive without actually going to 
sleep onstage; she loves creature 
comforts; can sing. 
Mother - sharp tongued, biting humor- has 
authority- can seem like a 
miller's widow. 
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Brothers Dave and Sid - robus t , energetic, like to 
eat, see only the immediate 
Brother Hal - can get squelched 
Charlee Loon - outgoing, can seem like a folk 
character, can sing, can be a father figure 
Irving - impossibly shy and insecure - but once 
he gives his trust, it is forever 
King - elegant, immature, temperamental, capable 
of great fluxuations in mood - can sing 
Nurse Nan- a British nanny, possessive, proper, 
starched 
Butler John, Cookie, Megs - can be precise, 
animated, funny, can articulate well 
Spindle Imp - Evil - and an imp: small, grotesque, 
agile, great dynamic changes in vocal technique 
Imps - capable of being grotesque - and menacing-
capable of working on the beat 
At the moment, the problems I forsee are the following: 
1) Can Louis, the Spindle Imp - who is immediately evil, 
commanding and sinister also be as agile as an imp? 
He is working on an image of a 100 year old cat who 
rules the forest 
2) Can Nancy, (Doll) be as soft a s she need to be? 
3) Can the little Imps work on the musical beat and 
remember long dance sequences? 
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4) Can Mary Lou (Nanny) be starchy enough? 
5) Can Bill articulate well enough in his song? 
Up to this date, preparations for this production have 
included: 
1) Consulting with John Wexo while he wrote the play, 
and since, for changes 
2) Getting Paul Spong to write the music - great 
problem 
3) Learning the play 
4) Casting 
5) Setting the date- Will it be Nov. 30 afternoon 
Probably Nov . 30 afternoon 
with a group of settlement house children invited. 
Louis Ponderosa is contacting the settlement houses 
6) Getting a rehearsal room 
7) Looking for a spinning wheel 
8) Meetings with Linda Torto, the designer 
9) Scheduling meeting with David Auslander, stage 
manager 
10) Long session with Bob Bruyr, music director, 
counting and analyzing the music 
11) Casting 
12) Endle s s pleadings- still unsuccessful, to get 
costume designer, lighti~g designer, production 
manager, and crew chief 
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13) Getting scripts typed, run-off, colated, 
distributed 
One part of the pre-rehearsal preparation whi ch I have not 
yet completed is planning the choreography of the imps' 
dance and the musical numbers. Perhaps tomorrow afternoon. 
First rehearsal, tomorrow night - 6:15 
We will read and discuss actions and values (BRING APPLES 
FOR HALLOWEEN FOR THE CHILDREN) 
Next day we will read again - for new enlightenment 
After that we wi ll work on scenes and formal staging 
Questions for tomorrow's discussion: 
1) What is Charlee Loon's functi on? What is he like? 
folk magician, father figure, outgoing, positive, 
takes a definite moral stand and will act on it. 
Develop him strongly. 
2) What is Poll's function- Why is it possible for 
her to be the heroine? Could she have been at 
the beginning of the play? What is she like at 
the end of the play? 
3) Does the King change? How? 
4) Why does the Spindle Imp want Poll? 
Why is he vanquished? Did they all know 
of the Spindle Imp before? 
Wha t does he mean to them? 
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5) VVhat is the King's relationship to Nan? To Doll? 
6) What is the Imp Kingdom? 
October 31 
We read through the play and then di scussed it -
using the questions as a basis. 
Most participated. 
Interesting thoughts. 
The Spindle Imp was thought to be the embodiment of 
all evil- an u~known evil- living in the Witching Wood, 
a place known to be filled with unknown horrors - vvorse 
because they are unknown (children's fear of the dark). 
Louis thought that perhaps, though he was king of his domain, 
there existed an even more powerful evil force. He therefore, 
to maintain his position, had to become more and more evil -
thus invading the outside world to take their queen - a plan 
he had been maturing for some time. 
Hence- Codling family, except Poll (they represent 
all peasant folk in Norfolk) - become interested only in 
food 
- Hence holes in all the linen 
- Hence no one spinning any more 
- Hence an ineffective, immature, tho lovable king, 
ruled largely by his na~ny 
The only one in Norfolk really knowing about Spindle 
Imp - Charlee - Thus he is freer, more mature than the 
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others, a father fi gure, dedica ted against Imp. 
one Poll can go to for help. 
He is the 
Poll - somehow different from her family, is an 
inquisitive, essentially loving child- who involves herself 
in every situation she meets. She has the innocence and 
trust of childhood. Therefore , is motivated and fearless 
enough to confront the Spindle Imp with Charlee's aid. 
Rackney is second in command in the wi tching wood -
ruling like a sergeant over new recruits - She is the evil 
counterpart of Nanny . 
Irving and Poll are counterparts. 
The struggle comes to a life and death issue between 
good and evil, with Norfolk as the prize . 
People who will need special work (based on readings) 
Mary Lou: not biting enough. 
George: as Irving, difficult - got him to be young, vulnerable , 
and loving enough 
Bill Von Meding : tends to ki d his part - also - not so clear 
diction. 
Taught the Proclamation song and the Confusion song. 
ML responds well to music and formal movement. 
t hi s way that she learns the feeli ng of Nanny. 
her a pi cture of a British nanny. 
It may be 
Am bringing 
Several tend to ki d the script as they are reading -
Will have to work on scenes to rid this. They don't know 
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they are doing it. 
Also, several tend to want to distort their voices 
to achieve character. It is too early to try this - a 
trap . Warned against. 
Nov. 1 
We r ead through again today . I had hoped there might 
be some change due to yesterday's discussion. No -only 
for the worse {excep t for Mother Co dling). Everyone's bad 
habits began showing up-
Rackney and Irving both distort the voice 
Doll leaves out lower register 
Poll dentalizes - only minor problem 
Spindle Imp sings 
Both Rackney and King kid their parts. King especially 
bad. Has million tricks . They will keep him from 
what he must do. 
Charlee - too innocent 
Nurse - loses things rapidly . I think I must work 
wi th her differently from the others . I thi nk she 
must work by physical means - both vocally and movement-
wi se. She is so restrained persona~~Y tnat probably 
no amount of insight, discussion, motivation, etc., 
will release her. I have to ge t her loose first, and 
then shape her. We will try yelling, pounding , finger 
shaking, etc. Also, I suspect she will love it. 
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For the others, I sent them to analyze their actions, 
and I will start setting the situations. 
Big trauma today with the design department, but it 
seems to have worked out. Essentially, I am to do what I 
can do - beg, borrow, steal, coax, cajole, etc. 
Actually, I like them very much. 
Have now been assigned productton director : 
Shelly Freidman, and lighting designer, Bonnie Woolridge. 
Hallelujah for both. I consider myself lucky. 
Bob Bruyr took the afternoon music rehearsal. All 
songs are taught. So far so good . 
November 2 
Worked on preliminary blocking. Told where furniture 
was, entrances, exits, and then let them feel their way. 
Worked on the meeting with Charlee and Irving. Both 
actors are used to being told exactly what to do, and don't 
like to advance a step further. I don't know how I will 
solve the problem of their developing their characters. 
Perhaps it will grow out of the action. Also, I will have 
to think of images. Perhaps something raw and naked and 
of sensitive skin for Irving. Perhaps Paul Bunyan for 
Charlee - Also , his beats are subtle, and I will have to 
help him more with them. 
Anyhow, we started working with the chase in the hopes 
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that it will give impetus to the rest of the scene -
chased up and down the halls. It did give t hem some 
feeling of contact and movement , and forced them to be 
aware of each other's physical presence. 
The business of the kick at the beginning of the 
scene does not work. 
be changed. 
I'll have to ask John if it can 
Then worked on the Codling kitchen scene involving 
the discovery of the eaten dumplings, ~nd the proposal. 
These people l argely responsive - respond to their actions 
when stated, learning to respond to each other. The scene 
is funny: parts have to be pl ayed almost naturalistically -
parts absolutely set high like a dance. The brothers' 
part especially, needs almost-choreography. We will have 
to particularize the foods they mention - and differentiate 
Abe from Dave. 
In the proposal - Mary Lou (ML ) responds well to 
working at the top of her lungs and exaggerating gestures. 
I have to watch her very carefully to pick out what is her 
natural physical impulse so we can develop it. She must 
work in flat shoes. 
Bill - started in his old habits. Had to stop him 
and play it absolutely straight. Tnis is wrong, too, 
because it does not allow for the incongruities called for 
in the script - nor, for that matter, the whole style of 
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the script. But, still, the base will come from the 
essential reality. 
Gave Nurse Nan image of someone nosey who therefore 
"Smells" difficulties all over and has a physical focus of 
a nose. She is practicing walking around t his way. 
Spindle's first scene with Doll- Thank heavens. 
He can move . He tends to generalize what he is doing , 
playing "cunning, evil". We are carefully differentiating 
his beats. Also , gave him image of a creature of a dark 
forest. In the dark , he can't see well, so his senses of 
touch, smell, and hearing are well developed . (Imp's ears) 
His skin pi cks up vibrations at all times which give him 
information - hence, he can be as omniscient as he is. 
November 3 
9:30 Spindle Imp and Doll. We began work towards 
finding the basic reality in this scene. Louis tends to 
set himself in some straight jacket on some conception of 
the feeling tone of "Spindle Imp" and besides all else, it 
gives him a sing-song. Nancy tends to "act". Again and 
again we worked on the action and the action only. The 
going was very slow. \I thi~~ Louis doesn't quite trust me) 
until I gave Louis the anology of a ba.rd of Nazi interroga-
tion questioning a prisoner. This made some sense to him, 
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and, although the then slightly played "Nazi ", it did strip 
him of most of his maneuverisms, made the action clearer, 
and helped him and Nancy relate to one another and react to 
one another. Louis insists on hanging on to furniture. 
Don't know why. I will tell him that is because he feels 
the Imp's insecurity in this venture and see what that does 
to him. 
10:30 The brothers' meeting with Charlee. This is 
a totally different kind of scene - much in the old slap-
stick tradition and I fi nd it must be done that way. All 
very responsive - much movement. In this scene the problem 
s eems to be to clip and set the exact movement and timing 
very choreographically. We still have work on that. 
2 - 2:30 The Spinning Dance - children are magnificent. 
They are the most spontaneous ones in the whole show. 
However, the dance, while technically easy, involves much 
memory and music that is often arbitrary in a rhythmic sense. 
I am working on a way to summarize it in some sort of 
organized blocks. The form of the dance must conform to 
that of its music, and while it has a certain dramatic line 
of action and activities, it is conceived musically. They 
did, in a limited way, learn the entire sequence. They 
will have forgotten most of it by Monday . It will involve 
drill, drill. 
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3:30 - 5 Witching wood scene -Mainly for the 
children, with some of the principals there. In a way it 
is not good to work this way, but I beli eve the adult actors 
would feel awkward rec eiving detailed criticism,etc. before 
the children. When the children know what they are doing, 
and I have worked in detail and approach wi th the adults, 
perhaps that is the time to build it into a whole. The 
children are delighted to be ugly evil imps in a forest and 
are most responsive. I noticed though, that Stephen, 
cast as Rackney, feels so paternal towards children that 
he is coneeiving his role like an old biddy. We will have 
to work on his drill sergeant aspects. 
This scene is one which will have to combine both 
its strong basic reality with very choreographic staging -
being at once pivotal to the play and poetic (fairy tale) 
in conception. 
November 4 
Small production meeting tonight. We wanted whole 
staff together at last, but it couldn't be arranged. The 
group consisted of only stage manager, new production manager, 
and me. Shelly needs help in catching up and setting some 
schedules. 
Side trip in afternoon to brother's basement for 
costume materials which may help cut down budge t. 
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Various calls during day to Jolm 1: exo about minor 
script changes - mainly concerning cute speeches whi ch 
interfere with line of action ·- and some speeches that need 
to be added to make an action ~ork . In general, he doesn't 
mind cutting - too much- but objects to adding . C'est 
la vie . 
Monday - November 5 
A little progress today- for all scenes: 
Irving and Charlee - Gave Charlee image of a man looking like 
Spencer Tracy and we talked of how such a person might 
receive an ornery, but slightly pathetic child . Began to 
get some humor in his relationship with Irving. Needs more. 
Gave Irving image of a body that is naked and has very thin, 
sensitive raw skin, which can only be soothed by the warmth 
of the sun (or its complement in a human - Charlee). He 
is responding like a dream . The script does not allow 
enough time for magic trick of producing rabbit skin. 
Author does not want to add lines, but allows ad lib. They 
worked ou t a fairly rough ad l i b which feels comf ortable 
on them. What is most encouraging is the warmth they ge t 
and the characterization in the song that ends the scene . 
It makes me believe that they do have a conception whi ch 
can work back on the other parts of the scene. The kick 
has been eliminated at the beginning and it works better now. 
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Spindle Imp and Doll . Told Louis last night's idea 
about why he clings to scenery. It didn't make much 
impression so I dropped it. First run thru - all bad 
habits again, so I stopped it and told him to go back to 
the image of Nazi interrogator. It forced him to stick 
to his action much more directly and got rid of all the mess. 
Then Louis said he wanted to try some idea out for himself. 
I don't know what. But we tri ed it- and at last he as 
both simple and sinister - something to build from. Then 
I suggested Louis keep his hands closed, with the exception 
of his thumbs, which he was to use as a point of focus. 
He did- said he felt constrained- but I said to keep it 
because it had an excellent effect on his focus and the 
position his body took. Then we discussed the impulses 
he said he had ahd he thought he wanted Doll up and moving 
more. I told him that she was not permanently blocked 
that way and that if he wanted her to move , get her to move. 
This really began giving the scene shape. After that we 
discussed fact that the Spindle Imp, in his actions, 
alternately between being very direct and very devious, 
and I suggested that when he is approaching her directly -
he do so physically and in space lines, and when he is 
being devious , he probably romps all over in malicious glee. 
This gave the scene its closest and final shape - with 
small alteration for staging needs . Louis still tends to 
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lose his action, but we are getting close. 
Reviewed that children's dance and forest scene with 
them. They remember more than I thought they would . 
However, two forgot to come to reheprsal completely. They 
will have to be called before every rehearsal. 
Staged the confusion scene in the second act - only 
the choreographic pa.r t. 
Partly staged the Proclamation Song. Mary Lou has 
great troubles. I will have to work with her separately and 
externally. Internal suggestions cannot get responses ou t 
of her. Gentle external directions are not enough. She 
needs a very strong dose. It will mean I can only get 
just so much - but at least I'll get that. 
November 6, 1962 
Hassle with costume department again. 
go on, though. 
It seems we 
The first Charlee, Irving, Poll scene continues to 
take shape - especially in the songs. Getting some exuberance. 
Staged Open Act I - Mary Lou beginning to develop . 
The external method seems to work. She has gotten an 
excellent walk and all else seems to stem from that. 
Act I - Scene 3 - Bobbie surprised at the way we are 
working (as very different from our approach in summer stock). 
She is not used to really contacting - but I think she will 
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enjoy it. She is develop.ing a different quality to Mamma 
from the one I had envisioned- softer. But I think it 
will work - even better - especially in contrast to the 
sharpness I am working on in Nanny. 
Act I - Scenes 5, 6 & 8 - Taught Wedding March first . 
These scenes have quite some to work out in terms of the 
past, what is going on, and in terms of blocking that large 
number of people on small stage . Got into some hangups -
just about finished by 10:00 P.M. and so had no chance to 
see if solutions are valid. 
In afternoon we had first staff meeting. Seemed 
both rushed and too formal. I am worried. Did not 
notice any eviuence of esprit de corps . Have feeling 
that show will never get produced . Do not know what to do . 
Must speak to Mr . Watts. 
December 7 
I felt that I did not direct well today. I was 
inadequately prepared. Things got ahead of me and I had 
not conceived either the beats or the blocking clearly 
enough. Consequently the tone of the rehearsal became 
fuzzy; my directions were inadequate and, for the first 
time, the company began horsing around. 
The Witching Wood scene needs lots of work. 
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Problems : (1) The staging of the end - awkward. 
(2) The Spindle Imp needs to learn a new 
relationship. He is on his way now towards 
understanding how he relates to his own world, but he needs 
to learn how to relate to those in his own domain. The 
technique of understanding the role through that of the 
Nazi interrogator is proving helpful. He seems to find out 
much through this. We will continue. 
(3) Steven, playing cerebrel pal sey is on the 
wrong track. He is playing at being a witch and loving it 
and the result comes out like an old biddy . Perhaps, if he 
can use the image of an ancient prophet - at first preparing 
an incantation- or like a fierce hermit, it will help. 
Blocked the opening of Act II and the last scenes in 
Act III. Having so many people in them, they seemed to 
need blocking first. Got no further than pure and simple 
blocking. 
Had musical coaching session this evening . My friend 
Natora Steele came in to help us. She found no great 
problems with Charlee Leon's song or Doll's song. Very 
helpful with all the non-trained voices in the Proclamation . 
Mainly told them to think of talking rather than singing. 
I find I cannot adjust well enough going from scene 
to scene without a break. 1Nill have to allow 10 minutes 
in between when scheduling. 
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November 8 
Blocked proclamation scene - just barely. 
Worked on cleaning up blocking of I, 5, 6, and 8. 
Very unsatisfactory working on scenes this way. 
Too much of a hurry. Many minor characters in the 
scenes, and when we work this fast, they get the 
notion that they don't have to contribute much-
since I am blocking so much . Howe~er, in order to 
really get t hem going- what with having so many 
around - we need some framework to sta.rt in 
Same with Act II, 5 & 6. 
Witching Wood scene more or less same - Having children, 
feeling itchy- not much help either . However, Rackney 
beginning to get some conception. 
They are learning the spinning dance pretty well. 
But t hey need to become much more precise. 
Blocked I I- 3 in a big hurry, but it will be all 
right. They work well . 
The good scene was II - 2. All the noise wa s gone 
and the 4 of them went to work quietly and intensely. 
Louis is very much on the right track. And Bill Von Meding 
suddenly had a big break through. I can't remember just 
what image I gave him. I t hi nk it simply had to do with 
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how pleased he was generally with his wife - but suddenly 
he opened up and there was all the warmth and all the unity 
of the schizophrenic character. 
I think he will keep it. 
We were all so happy that 
It interests me that the ones who concentrate the 
least, and who give the least are the youngest ones. 
Perhaps they have the least notion of how patiently one must 
work on things. I will have to t ell them about this. 
November 9 
First runthru today . Di smal. Almost everyone lost 
what they had been worki ng on. 
follo¥nng function: 
However, it served the 
a) 
l) Forced the completion of blocking 
2) Gave everyone an idea of feeling of play 
3) Gave me the areas of greatest work to come: 
All scenes involving larg e groups - The actors with 
fewer lines go dead on the stage . They do not respond 
to anything. I shall have to go over their beats very 
carefully with t hem, and I shall have to have them do 
pantomime improvisations on them. 
help them become involved. 
Perhaps that will 
b) ML - She has not followed through on the physical problems 
set for her. This is her responsibility. I do not 
think she knows how to concentrate on such an assignment 
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so I will have to keep after her . Also, she doesn't 
understand her beats well enough. However, she and I are 
having an all-day private session on Sunday. I don't know 
if I can get her to act spontaneously, but I am still holding 
out for this. If it does not work, at the ~ast minute 
(Tharu{sgiving) I will drill. 
Beautiful rehearsals in the evening. First Codling 
kitchen scene - 1) to give Doll the confidence to respond 
to the others more; 2) to give Poll more of a line on 
herself. 
Nursery Scene - A marvelous give and take among all of us 
has developed here. Too tired to go into all the details. 
But wonderful intensity and concentration developing . 
November 10 Notes given to the company 
Poll : She is just like Heidi Thompson - much sense of humor, 
etc . Approaches things with humor. Is always 
considered in background because so young - completely 
accepts this - although not aware in background. 
Makes friends very easily - always wants to know. 
Concentration hard- but not with disillusion or 
inner knowledge of adult 
Darts 
Just be 
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Idea for King: on schiz selves: 
True self is warm, direct 
Other self - on "cut off head" is his mista..lce. Thinks 
he is being kingly. 
Actually manages it with true self 
Idea for brothers - (broaden all your ideas, specifically 
movement and space) 
Dave- oldest- tends to take more responsibility-
can take over if necessary - "Man" of the family at 
end 
Abe - middle brother - more cheerleader type -
more scatterbrained and impulsive - Jim must 
sensitize himself to his feelings, work on 
relating to the others. 
Hal - All "yeahs" big - Keep working all the time -
much bigger in large scenes - Continue your 
excellent imagina tion 
Doll - Work on responding to others - Responds 
to most people as she does to dumplings - actions are 
good • 
Rackney- prophet idea good - watch voice- don't 
lean over quite so far- Rackney makes pronouncements 
Nan - within this spinster are gradattons . .. She is 
not always hysterical- She is also "superior", 
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practical, administrative, protective, almost gracious -
depending on what she is doing. Continue to work on 
walk and position of arms and nearsightedness and nose 
focus. Get glasses. She does have nervous energy showing 
up in her hands. She is always active - always doing 
something. She ha s opinions on everything. 
Megs - she is right, but keep body energy up at all 
times 
Mother - She is doing fine 
Sp. Imp - same 
Charlee Loon - 1) Picture life at sea 
Notes for me: 
2) feel muscles 
3) rough humor 
4) try Gordon Dodge a s an image 
5) In the second act - Pounce at 
the mention to Sp. Imp 
Call John - establish where Charlee Loon has come in 
contact with Sp. Imp before 
Witching Wood start working on rhythm and music 
- work on Sp. Imp in home territory 
- opening - rough up Charlee song, establish vignette 
rhythm - work on ML 
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November 11 
Worked all day with Mary Lou, developing Nanny's past, 
her entire character, and all her actions and relationships, 
scene by scene. V'e found several people that ML knows who 
can be helpful as images. 
November 12 
Witching Wood Scene 
Rackney- Worked to lower voice (to contrast to Louis) 
Worked on the image of the seer - always giving 
startling announcements and incantations 
Children -worked to keep alive in the W. W. scene 
Sp. Imp - worked on strutting at home; also on his 
confidence when Doll's absence is mentioned 
I gave new lines for the audience participation which we 
will work on tomorrow. 
Spinning Dance 
Louis worked on the timing of the ending 
Children worked on precision. They know the 
dance . It seems incredible. 
Act I - King's entrance. Brothers did improvisations on 
- what to do when the king demands: "a round dozen?" 
- what to do when Nanny starts questioning 
- what to do when Poll lies 
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- what to do when King proposes 
- what to do when ordered to go outside and wait 
- what to do when flax has been spun 
King worked on proposing - using image of inviting to 
a birthday party 
Act II -Brothers improvisations on Nanny's: "Is everyone 
prepared?"; on Doll's "I'm not going to the 
christening"; on first mention of the Spindle 
Imp; on the invisible circle around the Sp. Imp 
All of this gave new dimensions , and we were able to improve 
upon the blocking as a result of this. 
We further developed the guessing sections, the Imp's 
weaving of a spell and laughing at them all, Nollekin's 
mis-guesses, Poll's return, Nollekin's: "Good riddancet" 
Through this work , Meg ' s toughness began to come out. 
In fact she is beginning to come to life. Much praise 
for this. I think she feels much better about what she 
is doing . 
One section that needs a lot of work is the king 's 
asking for forgiveness from his wife at the end. I tni~~ 
I will try to work with Bill alone on this . He is sensitive 
to publ~c criticism. 
As a general comment, I must say that private 
rehearsals work so well, that I think I will give breaks 
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in the middle of larger rehearsals to work with individuals. 
November 13 
Proclamation Scene - We reviewed and clarifi ed. We drilled 
the song and the dance. Trying to release !l.L from 
her mind, so that she can receive from others as she 
gives to them . 
We went through the last scenes in the second act to review 
yesterday's work . Then di smissed the group to ~ork with 
Bill, especially on telling his wife what he has always 
wanted to tell her, and telling Nanny a joke at her expense. 
The group returned to work on these scen@S further -
Jim to catch up on blocking he missed while being absent;· 
all in the Confusion dance to work on busy hands; all to 
condense the lineup; all to punch the guessing; all to 
differentiate the guessing; all to clean up their Tom-Tit-
Tot chant; Poll to emerge more UR; Bill, after each mistake 
in guessing, when he must apologize to all, to ~ry to 
suggest that there is really something wrong in the air. 
It turns out that there will be an extra three feet 
of apron beyonq stage right. 
during the guessing section. 
Louis can use this space 
Worked on developing zhe new lines in the audience 
participation section of the Witching Wo od Scene. 
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November 14 
Reviewed all new developments 
Proclamation Scene - We worked on this several times to 
clean it. Then we did several improvisations to 
get the actors to be more responsive to one another. 
The improvisations arose from each actor's giving 
completely new and wild readings to his lines. 
Each responded to the strange readings of the others 
in a continued new delivery. The actors most 
certainly were responsive to each other, and we 
achieved quite a feeling of spontaneity . After 
t hat, they went ba ck to their original blocking 
and beats - with some success - not total. 
Doll's song - We worked on her beats: to dream, to conjure, 
to command, to receive, to dream 
We worked on the urgency of the audience participation 
scene. 
Act II, . Scene 5 and 6- We work ed to clean and clarify 
Act I, Scene 5,6,7,8. First we concentrated on the 
brothers' passionate desire to get t heir f ood . 
Then we reviewed the group beats on the king ts 
entrance, Nan's question, Mom helps out, Nan's 
threat, bringing in the fl ax , going to wait, returning, 
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the proposal and the wedding march. 
in this scene. 
Much trouble with space 
November 15 
3:30 - 4:30 
4:30 - 5:30 
6:45 
7:45 
Nursery scene - clarify and polish 
Name guessing - clarify and polish 
Spinning dance - polish, keep character, keep up 
energy 
Witchi ng Wood - Poll and Char lee to connect 
with the audience and each other, for urgency 
Put children in I 7. Ease them in. 
8 - 9 Act I, Scenes 5,6,7,8 
9-10 Act II, Scenes 5,6, for spontaneity. · Clean, rhythm, 
king - whole self. 
Rehearsals, conducted in this way have come to a standstill. 
It is now time to start shaping. 
November 16 
3:30-4 Opening - for Charlee Loon 
- for character differentiating 
- for rhythm - (mother - liesurely -
allegretto; 
Nurse - excited; Doll - lyric, legato, 
adagio; King - high, con brio; 
Brothers - allegro 
-for cleaning - brothers 
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4-4:30 Codling Kitchen- review 
- for rhythm: mother-crisp, Poll - mysterioso 
- Doll - adagio 
for character differentiation 
4:30-5:30- 1,5,6,7,8 
-for spontaneity 
-for contact 
-Concentrate on king , his unity, his contrasting 
moods 
-Concentrate on Doll's inefficiency and the 
family's worries on this score 
-Differentiation of groups 
Rhythm: 5 - like a bouree; strong, heavy 
6 - agitation 
8 - crescendo 
7 - mysterioso - for tension, then 
for release, then for embellishment 
5:30 - 6:30 - II 5, 6 
for awareness of Spindle Imp 
for concentration on Doll 
for crescendo at end 
for character differentiation 
for lightness 
for tension 
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King must work on his childish tantrums 
ML must work for fun and relating her style to 
the others 
November 1.7 
Mr . Watts and John Wexo came to the runthru today. Mr. 
Watts thought that the play is in good shape for now. 
He made a number of excellent suggestions which I will list 
soon. John Wexo thought it was spotty, and that Charlee 
Loon is not developed enough. All of us are concerned 
about the king . I am meeting with him all day tomorrow. 
I have several ideas I am going to try out. 
These are Mr. Watts' specific suggestions: 
1) Diction - Ch. Loon: Hello, Mother Codling 
Voice: Make way for Nollekins, king of Norfolk 
Poll: I brought you the fish from Charles 
Loon 
2) Staging- Doll more center on Poll's "No, Ma 'am. She did it." 
-Doll(end II-1 talking to Poll) stand up 
-Sheila should gg Charlee on "Quack, quack." 
-Sheila "I shouldn't have lied about .the 
dumplings" - clearer 
3) Louis support voice 
- more tension coming toward the ninth guess 
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4) Heighten characterizations 
- ML - use glasses more; voice higher, or more 
croaky, or more squeaky 
-Brother Dave - try hayfever (possibly indicated 
by his name guess: "I bet its 
Ragweed") 
-Cookie - make gestures specific 
Brother Abe - more (I will suggest that he walk 
more on his heels with bent knees 
5) Re-work 
in contrast to his Cookie who nearly 
flies away) 
-Brothers' desire for dinner (They can go to 
table first and be re-routed to 
wash bowl by Sheila) 
-Sheila's telling of name Tom-tit-tot. Spread 
it out more to build suspense. Mr . 
Wa tts thinks this would be a good time 
for the children in the audience to we t 
their pants 
-Announce that the christening is about to begin 
during Confusion Dance 
(I will suggest: 
Megs: Hurryt Hurry! Hurryt 
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John: I am hurrying 
Megs: We must be ready for the christening 
(Then they can all say the words "Chris tening, 
christening" during the held places 
in the dance as part of the conversation.) 
-name guessing - play with it 
Perhaps they can be more assured at 
first and so guess faster. After the first guess 
there should be the shock of the king and the 
shock of the crowd, and then a slower, more 
deliberate and scared guessing, with Louis 
getting more and more sure of himself . 
Mr . Hirsch has suggested that Poll's 
lie, made with the assent of the family should be 
made clear, as this is a moral point . I shall 
stress this at the next rehearsal. 
November 18 
Worked with Bill Von Meding, creating king from top to 
bottom, from past to future, the whole character and his 
environment. 
November 19 
Put in changes suggested by J. Watts . They are greatl 
Gave Joe Clapsaddle new Charlee Loon lines that J. Wexo 
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gave me over the 'phone. 
will help. 
They threw Joe, but I think they 
The trouble with W. Von M. is that he has no 
involvement yet. The weekend work didn't work yet . I 
tried three improvisations with h~m . No . Then tried eye 
to eye talking between him and Sp . Imp . No . Then had 
him hugging his wife. No. Tomorrow I will talk with 
him to see if there has been anything in his own past that 
can help involve him in II 5 and 6. 
November 20 
3:30 to 4:30 - Worked with Bill, finding emotional tie 
to strengthen I 5 and 6 . We found one thing. It worked 
like a charm the first time around . 
of the scenes , it got weaker again. 
such a katharsis that he is purged . 
In the subsequent runs 
I think that he had 
Or else, this boy 
just refuses to admit the existence of any kind of anger 
at all in himself. Or else he is just out to show me, 
so there. 
In the afternoon and evening runthrus, we worked first for 
an awareness of guilt , then for differentiation. Bill's 
action in the last scenes was to annihilate the Imp and save 
his wife . ML ' s voice not better . 
Joe Gifford and Ron Irving were there. Joe thought 
I should make the Imp more puckish, and Poll less tough. 
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I like them pretty much as they are, but will gi ve the 
ideas a try. 
Ron is marvelous. He saw the diffi culty wi t h Bill 
in the last scene and came up with a superb suggestion. 
He said that when Tyrone Guthrie has trouble with an actor, 
he hides it in the staging. We discussed applications 
for this here - separating Bill and Nancy from group, and 
allowing him to do most of the scene with his arm around her. 
This will take the burden from him of having to concen trate 
on two t hing s at onc e . Since he will be seen wi t h his arm 
around wife, he can be free to think about the Imp. I think 
t his w:i.ll help. 
They are off to thei r Thanksgiving vacations now. 
Hopefully they will all be back when called, Saturday noon. 
Hopefully the crews will be in order then, too. 
November 24 - Saturday - Admiral Building 
Joe Clapsaddle was sick and Jim Selis was God knows where. 
Tha t r a ther crippled us for any polishing. However, the 
morale was up, and they were all filling in for the missing 
actors. 
During the vacation I had developed some of the staging 
ideas Ron had given me , and I gave them to the company . 
I thi~~ they will be fine. 
November 25 Sunday 
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Act I - Opening. 
Act II 5 & 6 
Proclamation Confusion 
Joe Clapsaddl e still sick. 
Received word from Jim Seli s tha t he cannot be in show. 
Will therefore have to recaste Cookie and Brother Abe 
tomorrow morning . Theatr e was closed . School was closed. 
We rehearsed in loft above Doug Schmidt's apt . Got just 
about nothing done at all. Bill openly r ebellious to me. 
J. Wexo there; feels he has good rapport with Bill; will 
talk wi th him. Aside from that, company morale high. 
Mine low. The production end of thing s is far behind 
schedule. Almost nothing accomplished during vacation. 
What kind of calls is the crew chief giving? And Shelly 
is tied up in production of the Fantastics, and so doing 
only half work for our show. Clutch time coming up . 
We go into the theatre at six tomorrow. 
November 26 
Space runthru in theatre. The place is such a mess,it 
was impossible to do anything else. Certai n f urniture, 
like stove, not there yet. I still hear there is one 
somewhere in t heatre. David Ausl ander and Shelly warring. 
Shelly says everything will get done; the crew chiefs must 
learn to do o\vn jobs. Auslander says never. What the 
crew chiefs don't do, Shelly must. Communi cations breaking 
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do '\1m . Play not getting rehearsed much. 
Replaced the two parts this afternoon in the 
Admiral Building. David A. taught Rick Chamberlain 
Brother Abe's blocking. I taught Ola Rotimi Cookie's part. 
Ola's natural rhythm is terribly slow. Went over the boys' 
scenes separately at the theatre with entire company. There 
will be problems, but they will turn out O.K. 
November 27 
We rehearsed the replacements in school again this afternoon. 
They are coming along well. Two runthrus at the theatre, 
starting at six. Chaos. Set not all there yet. Lights 
in some cases depend on set, therefore not hung yet. 
Communications almost completely broke down; so at eleven 
PM called a meeting of the heads of state, and helped them 
detail everything that must be accomplished tomorrow. We 
will not be able to have a tech runthru without company in 
the afternoon and then one with company in evening. We 
will be lucky if we are ready for one tech runthru in 
evening. Poor company. They need to rehearse with full 
set. I need them to, too. 
looks like. 
November 28 
I do not know what the show 
We managed to accomplish most of the technical things we 
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planned last night, and had the tech runthru in the evening. 
Poor company. They had to walk thru like sticks . No 
chance for t hem to rehearse at all . ~fuat happens to dear 
David Cary? He is never there to do scene shifts, or, for 
that matter, to supervise the setup. And does he, or does 
he not call his crew. They are seldom around. Thank 
heavens for the prop and costume people. Had to have another 
technical meeting after rehearsal . 
November 29 
Nightmare dress rehearsal. Will the stage crew be there 
tomorrow, or will they not? Company pulling through rather 
well, I think. Not polished, though. Costumes gorgeous. 
* * * * * * 
We had the show the next day. It went rather well, 
considering. There were a number of excellent suggestions 
from the student and faculty critique which I put in over 
the weekend. The company was rather shaky on Monday. 
But on Tuesday they perked up, and I think the show was 
considerably strengthened. 
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STUDENT COMMENTS 
Most of the student evaluations started with some 
comm,ent as to how much they had enjoyed the production. 
Since these were all quite similar, I shall include in 
this report only those comments as to how the production 
could be improved. 
William Sheffler: 
- The opening was not clear. Charlee Loon needed 
a stronger action. He often forgot about his 
net. The song was not related to wha t he did 
afterwards. Hi s physical reference to his rope 
during the song was vague. Since the song refers 
to the boat and the nig ht, Charlee should also 
make t ha t reference. 
- The characters who enter the stage directly af ter 
the song do not relate to the character of the 
song. 
- There was too great a change in style from the 
human scenes to the imp scenes. Mr. Sheffler 
felt that the change took away from the f ai r y 
tale quality. 
- The frightening scenes were too frightening for 
children. 
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Ronald Irving: 
-The presentational style of Charlee Loon's song 
took away from the character of the song. 
- Charlee Loon's hair style looked Roman. 
- The king should stop and look at Charlee 
during his entrance. 
-There should have been more made of Charlee's 
chase after the Little Imp to build a climax. 
There should have been more light on the center 
area. during this section . 
- There had been references to the king 's shoddy 
clothes, but the king looked well dressed. A 
patch could be put inside his coat. 
- Poll could have used the spinning wheel as 
inspiration for her lie about the flax. 
- The king could be attracted to Doll before 
"There stands your bride" - love at first sight. 
- Nanny should relate more to the entrance of 
the flax. The family could be more surprised. 
The opening of Act II was slow. 
- The diction in the Witching Wood scene was 
not clear. 
- The blocking in the second Codling kitchen 
scene tended to cover too many people. 
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Akemi Horie declined to comment. She said that she had 
preferred to sit and enjoy the show and not take notes. 
Tony Dingman-
-One of the side lights shone in the audience's eyes. 
-The king had a lot of good almost at his fingertips, 
but not quite there. He usually anticipated what 
he was about to do . 
-The show tended to stop during the change of costumes. 
-Nann's action was not strong enough. 
sufficiently emphatic. 
She was not 
-The music was too loud during the Confusion Dance. 
-The volume, energy and diction was down in the 
Proclamation Scene. 
-Diction in the Witching Wood scene was not clear. 
Often, throughout the entire production the talk 
was too fast. 
Robert Rickner: 
-He agreed that it was too frightening. 
-He agreed that the action for the opening was 
not right. 
- He questioned the use of dialect. He could not 
understand some of the colloquialisms. 
-The identity of the brothers should have been 
sharpened in the opening. 
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- The court closet scene needed clarification, 
since much of it was staged facing upstage. 
- There were long stage waits while people changed 
costumes. 
- The actors did not pi ck up their cues fast 
enough in the opening of the second act. 
Robert Solo t: 
- He was not sure whether the hero was Doll, Poll 
or the Spindle Imp. The treatment of the hero 
should be strengthened. 
- Since the heroine was Poll, her staging should 
emphasize this. She was almost always upstage. 
- Nanny and the king needed more truth of character. 
- The idea of the Witching Wood was not frightening 
enough when it was first brought up in II-2. 
Marianna Glick: 
- Charlee Loon seemed more interested in his song 
than in his character, or where he was. 
- The blocking was awkward . 
- She did not thi~~ the openi ng kalaidescope idea 
worked . The characters needed to come from 
somewhere and go to somewhere . 
- The color of the cradle was ugly. 
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- None of the characters were believable. 
were all like cartoons. 
They 
Jack de Vries did not wish to criticize. He said he had 
enjoyed himself too much. 
John McLean: 
The meaning of the Confusion Dance was not clear. 
- The witch was not feminine enough. 
got in the way . 
Yvonne Urban: 
His voice 
-Nanny's age was not clear. She had an old walk 
and a young voice. 
Doll seemed unmotivated in the ope~~ng. 
- Poll would have spilt the water if there had been 
any in the basin. 
- The thunder was too loud in the first act. 
- Charlee Loon did not seem afraid of the Witching Wood . 
- There was no change of costume after a year had 
elapsed. 
- The color of the bassinet should be changed. 
- Mother Codling needed a hat for church. 
Bennet Oberstein: 
Louis Ponderosa's voice sounded strained. Also 
Steve Zweigbaum's. 
The blocking of the king in the Codling kitchen was bad. 
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William Zeigler: 
- He wanted the characterizations broader, more 
caricatured. 
-The little Imp's diction was not clear. 
- There should have been real magic sand. 
Joel Dorfman: 
- He had expected a reprise of the Friendship song 
at the end. 
- The set needed more light. 
Paul Peterson: 
- The king tended to lean over. He looked uncomfortable. 
Barbara Fleischer: 
- She did not believe the Doll was incapable of 
spinning. Doll just seemed too lazy. The impossi-
bility of the task needed heightening. 
Ruffin Cooper : 
- More musical bridges were needed. 
Anne Graetz: 
- Throughout the play, the blocking on stage left 
seemed awkward, cluttered. 
David Carey: 
- Nanny did not seem as old as her walk . 
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Kay Williams: 
There was no reality in the handling of the oven. 
No one would believe it was hot. 
- The king ' s face wa.s in the dark when he was on 
the ladder . 
- The witch got carried away with herself when she 
was supposed to be killed by the magi c sand. 
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FACULTY COMMENTS 
As with the student reaction, the faculty reaction 
seemed quite favorable. They seemed to feel that on the 
whole, the directorial aims had been fulfilled. The follo wi ng, 
in order of scenes, were their suggestions for improving the 
production: 
Before t he opening: 
Opening: 
The person of the musician could be used more. 
Perhaps he could have a longer, more elaborate 
entrance in his one spot. 
- Charlee Loon's entrance should be more theatricalized, 
playing up his magical powers. Indeed, there was 
some feeling that the entire treatment of the play 
needed to be more magical . More should have been 
made of Charlee Loon's handling of his coat. 
Proclamation Scene: 
- Nanny needed to make her handling of the cloth 
much larger. 
Dumpling Song : 
- Found lacking; not theatrical enough . 
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Second Codling Kitchen Scene : 
- The set needed a window on the wal l to break up 
the look of the tall flats. Throughout the play, 
in fact, in every scene involving the stage flats, 
there needed to be some change in design to cut 
the height of t he flats. 
- To avoid congestion in t hi s scene , the table might 
be placed against the wall, and brought out when 
the brothers come home , placing it center stage . 
Then, when the king arrives, it could be placed 
back against the wall . 
- The king needed to enter less preciptously. 
Perhaps he could be peeking around the corner 
before entering . 
The king could enter from the floor area in front 
of the stage and use the stairs for his entrance. 
- The king needs someone with him, perhaps a flunky, 
for his entrances. Or else he needs a fanfare. 
Or else perhaps he should announce himself . 
Spindle Imp : 
- He needs more variations and t ricks for the use 
of his thumbs. 
Opening of Second Act: 
- The staging needs to be changed around, to allow 
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for a more open movement pattern around the cradle. 
- The platform should be angled out from the flat. 
- The first beat is too long. They could be singing 
a lullaby at the begi~ing to set the mood . Then 
the king could burst in and di sturb t he quiet they 
have established . 
Charl ee Loon's Second Scene: 
- Sand is needed . The sand must be used in both 
the Witching Wood Scene and this one, or not at all. 
- Ad lib is needed to cover change of costume , both 
for this scene, and t he Charlee-Irving scene. In 
this scene the putting on of t he imp suit could 
be a physical manifestation of Poll's fear of the 
Witching Wood. In Irving's earlier change to the 
rabbit suit, there could be a kind of r elief. 
And make more of the losing of the tail. 
Wi tching Wood Scene: 
-The naming of Tom-tit-tot has to be clearer. 
- Poll 's scream at t he end of the wish doe s not 
seem enough like a scream of joy. 
- The sand throwing was too fast. 
Other Comments: 
-The Spindle Imp's entrance to his bow and t he 
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little Imps bows needed better staging. 
- The actors must watch their tableaux before the 
blackouts. 
- The staging of the Proclamation scene should be 
more presentational . 
Final Scene: 
- There needs to be more use of the down right area . 
- The king should put the queen on the throne when 
the Spindle Imp has vanished. 
- The Friendship song should come in again here . 
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FINAL HI NDSIGHT CONCLUSIONS AND SELF CRITICISM 
Aside from the specific comments made by the students 
at the formal critique, there were many comments made to me 
afterwards of a most delightful nature. Some students 
said that they had not been so happy in a long time. Others 
said that they had been close to tears at the end of the 
show. 
In wondering about these comments, and wondering 
why some students at the critique said they would r ather 
make no comments, I concluded that in spite of the lacks 
in blocking, scene rhythm and conception, and acting, this 
little play had essentially fulfilled itself. I attribute 
this in part to the rhythmic development of the play, and 
largely to the innocence to which the actors bound them-
selves in developing their roles and in their ensemble 
performances. 
It seems to me that the main weaknes ses of the 
production were in visual and technical aspects . These 
could have been vastly improved if the l ast week of 
rehearsals had been devoted to polishing. Unfortunately, 
t hi s was i mpossible. The progress of t he production 
aspects wa s so slow that we had to devote ourselves - and 
not quite successfully, either- to production problems in 
the l as t week . 
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I had never worked on a graduate production at 
Boston University before, and therefore was not cognizant 
of many of the problems. Should I ever have to do such 
a production again, I would hold a much tighter reign on 
all production elements, and trust the supposed heads of 
crews much less. 
On concep tual elements of the play: 
l) I thi~k that the king could be more succe ssful if 
worked on as whole first, not schizophrenic. His whole 
is complicated, but it can motivate the schizophrenia, 
and it can give the actor a working line on him. 
Perhaps the central question should have been: Vfuat 
knocks the king off base? 
2) The spinning dance was not successful. It was not 
spontaneous enough in construction. 
3) Rackney should probably be approached as one who is 
obsequious when the boss is around, and a tyrant when 
he is not. 
4) The confusion dance needs to become more specific in 
the hand gestures . 
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ACT 1 PRESET 
SETS 
Check positions of furniture in Codling Kitchen. 
Check positions of net and boat in Charlee's house. 
Check position of stairs. 
Check ttLin"Ren Closet". 
PROPS 
Codling Kitchen: 
Onstage - Dumplings in ovin 
Spindles on back of cupboard 
Dishes in cupboard 
Flour sacks in cupboard 
Offstage - Basket of fish 
Full Flour sacks 
OFF LEFT 
Rope 
Pad and Pencil 
Net 
Bales of Flax 
Spindle stand 
OFF RIGHT 
Dairy pail 
Cooking spoon 
Curtains Closed 
I 
BLOCKING NOTATION 
Charlee Loon 
Poll Codling 
Doll Codling 
Mother Codling 
Abe Codling 
Dave Codling 
Hal Cod~ing 
Nollekins 
Nurse Nan 
John the Butler 
Megs the Dairy Maid 
Cookie the Cook 
The Spindle Imp 
Rackney 
Irving the Little Imp 
C.L. 
P . C. 
D.C. 
:M . c .. 
Da,C. 
H.C. 
N. 
N. • 
M. 
c p 
S.I. 
R. 
I 
~ TATJOAI 
/?~:.o - LIGH TCut:s 
GRE"E/11- lvfu..s;c Cu£s 
Bt-r./t:- - 5£r Cv.c-s 
BLACK - S ovNo Cues CAt.. so .BL.oC.K//V~ 
-~: -- hACES 
t----· AARN L-1 e BRu YR 
f~RN 1/ou.sE Ltcrtrs 
1--- -Boa BRuy/:r -Go 
!lou .S£ LIGHTs 0/P 
t----1-t/';;RN 14NoR£A~ t OvcRTUt? £ AIV.b 111.Q tt _} 
t----~RN AIVJ:> l?cA .oy llt)f.J~£ L 1GN r s 
t---· )" cf\' rvRt:. Go 
1/ous~.::.- TO IIAL F - Ga 
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THE SPINDLE IMP 
A ( CHARLEE LOO N CROSSES STAGE DRAGGI NG A LO NG ROPE WHICH 
TRAILS OFF I NTO BLACK . HE I S SI GING HI S SONG :) 
The world is a planet that turns and turns, 
It has a g reat order and very few concerns; 
The world may be lonely or the world may be g ray 
But I 'll take it any way, come what may. 
I sit in my boat and survey the sea 
And ev'rything I notice distinctly pleases me; 
The sky is in order and the sea is at rest. 
It's hard to tell which o f all I like best. 
Ta-ra-loo-ree-a -ree-too-ree-dum-dee 
Ta-ra-loo-ree-a-ree-dum-day-dee; 
Ta-ra-loo-ree-a-ree-too-ree-dum-dee 
Too -ra-loo-ree-a-ree-dum-day-dee. 
i hen night comes a-creeping with quiet tread, 
I find there's no hurry to tumble into bed. 
I look at the heavens and I quietly say, 
Tomorro w will come its way, come what may . 
B ( HE BEG I NS 'fO REEL I r THE ROPE AS HE STOPS SI .Gi r·G , .D 
IS SURPRISED TO FI D THAT TIE ROPE HAS BEEJ. C T .) 
Char lee 
My net! My fish ! What 's this! 
c ( E TER MOTHER CODLING) 
Mother Codling 
Charlee Loon! 
Char lee 
Mother Codling ! My net's disappeared- with all the fish 
in it! 
Mother Codling 
Well, I hope ye 'll be findin' 'em soon now, since 
I'll be needin' some fishes for dinner. Di ye think 
ye'll be long in findin' 'em? 
1 
A. CoLo enters UR,. X C, and then DR to his boat, on w·hich he s;its 
B C . L. X C and: "reel~ in hiso rope 
C M. C ~ enters; UL and X C 
,. 
• 
• 
Al0D 1\JE\ 
. . ~ 
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A 
B 
c 
.. 
Char lee 
(PUZZLED, SCRATCHING HIS HEAD.) I hope not ••• 
Mother Codling 
Well, I can't be waitin'. I've got ti cook dumplin's for 
me hungry boys tinight (AS SHE EXITS). I'll send me 
darter Poll in a while for thi fish ••• 
(EXIT MOTHER CODLING) 
Char lee 
This rope's been cut! 
(ENTER NURSE NAN) 
Nurse Nan 
Oh, dear me! Dear me! The King in rags! I am ill at 
the very thought! 
Char lee 
Nurse Nan, have you seen •.• 
Nurse Nan 
Have you seen the holes and patches in His Majesty the 
King's underwear? 
Char lee 
Nollekins'? 
Nurse Nan 
The very same. And all because no-one in the entire Kingdom 
of Norfolk can be found to spin yarn from flax. Absolutely 
no-one. And no cloth may be woven for lack of yarn. How 
is His Majesty to find new clothes? The King must be con-
tent with rags! Oh, I must continue my search! What 
will His Majesty ~? 
(EXIT NURSE NAN) 
Char lee 
There must be something in the book about disappearin~ nets. 
{iiE LOOKS IN MAGIC BOOK HE HAS PRODUCED FROM 'J.1IIE AIR.) 
Hmmmmm ••• "Needles" and "Nettles". Nothing about Nets. 
2 
A M.C. exits UL 
B N. N. enters UR and ar cs to C to C.L. 
C N. N. ex its UL 

A ( ENTER DOLL CODLING, GLIDI G SLOWLY ALONG.) 
Dol l 
Did I hear you mention dumplin 's? 
Char lee 
Dumplin's ! Oh ! Hello, Doll Codling . Your maw was here 
8 just a while back. 
Doll 
c Did she say anything about dumpfi:lil.'s? 
Char lee 
Seems to me she did mention dumplin's for dinner ... 
Doll 
-
Oh, excuse me, but I must hurry home! I love dumplin's! 
D (EXIT DOLL, RUNNING) 
Off Stage Voice 
Make way for His Ma jesty, Nollekins , King of Norfolk! 
£ ( ENTER NO LLEKI NS ) 
Nollekins 
It makes me so angry, I could scream! If you thought about 
it, you ' d scream too! 
Char lee 
Thought about what , Your Majesty? 
Nollekins 
Thought about what? Now I've never thought about that ..• 
Now this is really terrible, isn't it? Really disgraceful. 
I simply cannot think what has thrown me into this beastly 
humor . But Nurse Nan will know. I'll go to the palace 
this instant and ask her. Oh, I just get so angry at my-
self for getting so angry ... 
F ( EXIT NOLLEKINS) 
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3 
A. D. C. enters UL 
B C. L. t hrows Magic Book on Boat 
c. D.Co X c 
D D.C . exits UL 
E N. enters UR , X c and circles C.L. 
F N. exits UR 
/4>v '111 PET E FP 1:c T 
Off Stage Voice 
Watch out for the King ! 
A (RE-ENTER NOLLEKINS ) 
Nollekins 
Now which way is that palace? Oh, yes, now I think I 
remember ... 
B (EXIT KING TO OPPOSIT <' SIDE OF S'rAGE) 
c ( TER THE CODLING BROTHERS , DAVE , BE , 
OUT OF BREATH .) 
Char lee 
What's wrong boys? 
Abe 
A net! 
CHAR LEE 
A net! That must be my net! Where is it? 
Dave 
Runnin ' down the road it is! 
Abe 
After us! 
Hal 
Yeah! 
Abe 
Comin' this way! 
~ (THEY BEGIN TO EXIT) 
Char lee 
~ hat's the hurry? 
-1'2.-
D HAL , RUN I G 
4 
A N. enters UR and X UC 
B N. exits UL 
C A.c., Da.c. , and H. C. enter UR and X DL and 
Bump into C.L. 
D A.C., Da . C, and H.C . start UL 

Abe 
A I don't tak e kindly to walkin' nets, and runnin' ones 
is completely unfriendly, fur as I could see! 
c 
Dave 
a And 'sides that, 'sides that, maw's probably cookin' 
dumplin's for dinner! 
Hal 
Yeah! 
Abe 
And I'm hungry! 
Dave 
I'm hungrier than you! 
Char lee 
Where did you see the net? 
Abe 
Says you! 
Dave 
Every body knows I'm champ a this fambly! 
Abe 
I'll show yous who's champ! 
Char lee 
I? What about my net? 
Dave 
Loo k ! Here it comes a gain! 
Abe 
E Let's go! 
Hal 
Yeah! 
(EXIT BROTHERS) 
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5 
A A.C. X DL to C. L. 
B DA . C. X DL below A.C. and C.L. 
C A.C. X DL to Da.C. 
D C.L. X DL to A.C. and Da.C. 
E ~ :e: and Da.C. exit UL followed y H.C. 
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A (ENTER KET FROM OPPOSITE SIDE OF STAGE.) 
Char lee 
Come back! Where do you think you're going? 
8 (HE CHASES AFTER IT.) 
c 
Char lee 
(AD LIB DIALOG): Tricked you! Come here boy, co me on! 
(HE CHASES AFTER HI M UNTIL HE GRABS THE NET AND THE LITTLE 
I MP FALLS OUT FROM UNDER IT.) 
Char lee 
Who are you? 
Little Imp 
My name is Irving. 
Char lee 
Why did you steal my net ? 
Little Imp 
D I didn't steal it. I only took it. That 's mu trouble ... 
Char lee 
What's your trouble? 
Little I mp 
£ I can't steal or do all the evil things I ought to be doing . 
Char lee 
Nobody ought to do evil things. 
Little Imp 
F I ought. I'm an imp, you see. I just couldn't make the 
grade. That's why I ran away. 
Char lee 
But why take my net? 
1~-
6 
A I . enters UR ani X UC then C.L. X UC to him 
B Io runs clock wise around the stage with Charlee following. They 
end up in the above positions 
TEEN - C.L. beckens to I. and I. takes anotherstep towards h~ 
T!EN- C. L. tries to atch I. but I . breaks away from him and runs 
clookwdse around the area twice, with C.L. following. But ay 
the end of the first circle, C.L. reverses direction wnd meets 
I . UL 
TEEN C.L. beckens again and I . again steps closer to him 
Then C.L. grabs the net, and I . r un* DR with e . L. following 
C C.L. X to I. 
D I. s:ta.nds' 
E I. X C 
F • C .L • X DR to house and I e X baok DR 
\ RVtN G 
.. 
., 
II 
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Little Imp 
I needed a disguise so that the other imps wouldn't find 
me and laugh at me some more. I couldn't stand that •.• 
Char lee 
4 A net isn't much of a disguise ••• 
B 
Little Imp 
I know exactly what you mean. 
and besides that, it smells . 
best you can ••• 
It doesn't fit too well 
But you have to do the 
Char lee 
Are you sure that's the best you could do? 
Little Imp 
I looked and looked but I couldn't find anything better 
than that. 
Char lee 
What about g blanket? 
Little Imp 
I tried that, but I couldn't see where I was going. 
Char lee 
I still think you could have done better. 
Little Imp 
I tried as hard as I could. 
Char lee 
c I think I could find you a better disguise •.. 
(HE PRODUCED A RABBIT 8KHl" FROM THB .t.IR, } 
Little Imp 
* p That certainly is marvelous .•.. Let me try it on •.• 
You can have my old suit .•• How do I look? 
* 
Char lee 
G Nobody would know you from a rabbit who's been a rabbit 
all his life. 
- {.f-
7 
A. C .L. X to boa. t and puts net on it 
B I. follows him 
C c.t. takes off his jacket, the inside of whioh is a rabbit s~it. 
D I. X R of C.t. 
E C.L. gives the suit to I 
F I. starts to put it on. The following dialogue covers. 
G C.L. helps hime 
* (INSERT DIALOGUE) 
Little Imp 
~ That certainly is marvelous .. Can I put it on? 
* 
* Cha rlee Loon 
E Sure. Go ahead. 
Little Imp 
~ You must be a mgaician •.• 
Charlee Loon 
( MO DESTLY) Oh , I dabble in it from time to time ..• 
Little Imp 
You - You won't hurt me? I .... I mean you don't use Black 
magic, do you? 
Charlee Loon 
(LAUGHS ) Oh , no! Just the white variety. 
Little Imp 
(RELIEVED) That ' s good ..• 
Charlee Loon 
G Here ... Let me help you .. ( HELPS I MP PUT ON SU IT) Nobody 
would know you from a rabbit who's been a rabbit all 
his life. * * 
-~ -
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8 
Little Imp 
A And you won 't tell anyone ..• will you? 
Char lee 
You can count on me. 
Little Imp 
Can ... Can we be friends? 
Char lee 
We are friends . Let ' s shake on it. 
Little Imp 
Friends . 
Char lee 
From now on. 
Little Imp 
One for all and all for one, and never, never tell. --------------~ 
(THEY SING A CHORUS OF CHARLEE'S SONG) 
Charlee: The world is a planet that turns and turns 
~he two of us are in it, 
Char lee 
& 
Irving 
) cWith very few concerns. 
) The world can't be lonely and the world can't 
) be g rey, 
With one for all and all for one, come what may . 
b ( ENTER POLL CODLING) 
Poll 
£ Char lee! Char lee! 
Char lee 
Hello, Poll. 
Poll 
I came to get the fish for moma ...• Oh! what a beautiful 
rabbit ! 
(IRVING HAS RETREATED BEHI ND CHARLEE, AND BLUSHES.) 
Char lee 
f' This is Irving, Poll. 
_go-
------~---- --
A •• X. baok to C.L. 
B I. "jumps" fowa.rd 
c CoLo joins him 
D P.C.,. enters; UL and X DR to C.L. 
E Io, hide.s behind C.L. 
F C .L. pus-hes Io towards; P.C. 
Re-AD1 /'1Q ~'~-2 
. 
-
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/ 
/ 
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Poll 
Hello, Irving . 
Little Imp 
Hello, !i s s Polly ... 
Poll 
~hat was t hat song I he ard you singing? 
Little Imp 
A Tha t was our f riendship song . You see, I'm an imp, and •.. /3 
( HE RU S BAC Bl!:I I ND CHARLEE WHE H " REALI ZES WHAT HE SAID.) 
Char lee 
And I 'm never going to tell a soul. 
Poll 
I'll never tell anyone either •.• 
Little I mp 
c Then you can be one of us; "all for one and one for all, 
and never, never tell." 
( THEY SI NG A CHORUS OF CIIARLEE ' S SONG:) 
9 
Charlee: 
& 
Irving 
Ta-ra-loo-ree-a-ree-too-ree-dum-dee 
Ta-ra-loo-ree-a-ree-dum-day-dee; 
Ta-ra-loo-ree-a-ree-too-ree-dum-dee (JO I NED BY POLL) 
Ta-ra-loo-ree-a-ree-dum- day-dee. 
(ALL THREE SI NG:) 
o The world is a pl anet t hat turns and turns 
Irving : The three of us are in it 
~ ith very few concerns; 
£The world can't be lonely and t he world can't 
be grey, 
P With one for all and all f or one, co me what may. 
---- - ---! 
(L IGHTS FADE OUT ) 
( LIGH'rS COME UP 0~ T B CODL I NG KITCHEr , A LARGE ROOM \ I TH 
AN OV• TO ONE SID , A TABLE Il THh C NTER , A C PBOARD , 
A FIR 'PLACE A~D A SP I ' I NG '~ HEEL , P S U~ ROUS STOOLS . 
DOLL I SEATED AT TH ' SPI N II G WHEEL DREA11I G. ) 
- /J2--
A I., jumps· out to talk to Poll 
B I •. runs baok to behind C.L. 
c I. moves baok to P.C. 
D I?. P.C. and C.L. form triangle 
E Eaoh wn& walk a.-round in a small circle 
F They join handa. and form ac small oirole 
fbLL: ,, Hello) r ... ,_,,..,¢>. ,. 
c. 
11. Q 11 3 Go 
L A If ') L. Q ~3 I "' c. A410 . 
S. 0 ti .1. 
L, 0 11 2 Go 
~. 0 H 3 Go 
.S. 0 "'J Go 
(:MOTHER CODLING ENTERS) 
Mother Codling 
A There ye be, Doll Codlin'! Have ye bin after spinnin'? 
Doll 
Oh, yes, Momma ... the most beautiful of dreams •...• 
Mother Codling 
Ye must spin yarn at least a part a the time, darter •.• 
Doll 
But it's so dull to be spinnin' yarn, Momma . And besides, 
I don't know how to spin very well •.• 
Mother Codling 
Ye would spin bitter if ye did more of it, Doll Codlin'. 
If ye didn't dream as much ..• 
Doll 
But I was dreamin' of ••• DUMPLINS! 
Mother Codling 
Ye can stop yer dreamin' right now, darter, for there's 
dumplin's fer dinner. 
Doll 
8 Where are they? (COMING OUT OF HER DREAM) 
Mother Codling 
c In the ivin. 
Doll 
0 When will they be ready? Oh, I can hardly wait! 
Mother Codling 
They should come agin in twinty minutes , just in time 
ta be feedin' yer brothers ••. and starved they'll be. 
(POLL ENTERS) 
Poll 
E I brought you the fish, Momma, from Charlee Loon. 
10 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
M.Co 
D.c. 
M.c. 
o.c. 
P.c. 
enter UL 
jumps:: up 
X te ovin 
X to ovin 
enters UL and X C to M.c. 
- . 
tv\0\t-IE.l< ~ ,, '(C: ~U~"T ~PtN '-(P!Rti.J P.l 
LEA$\ ?t'\RL OF \1-\E \l(\1\E. I DP\l~tSR.., .. 
Mother Codling 
And what kind did ye bring to me? (LOOKS INTO BASKET) 
Heddock was me favorite, Poll Codling. (LOOKS AT DOLL) A What are ye dreamin' of now, Doll Codling? 
Doll 
Dumplin's! 
Mother Codling 
Then mind ye don't dream so long the dumplin's in the ovin 
will burn. Mind , they should be comin' agan before twinty 
minutes ••. 
Doll 
I'm not sure I can wait, Momma ••• 
Mother Codling 
8 I must be goin' to the mill ta grind me more flour. The dumplin's tooked the last I had of it. You come along, 
Poll . Uind ye watch them dumplin's. Come agin' in twinty 
c minutes they will. 
(EXIT MOTHER CODLING) 
Poll 
D Why do you always dream, Doll? 
Doll 
I like to dream ..• 
Poll 
But what do you dream about all the time? 
Doll 
Dumplin's •.• 
Poll 
Never anything else? 
Doll 
Sometimes •.. sometimes I dream of ••• 
11 
~ 
B 
c 
D 
P.c. puts fish on table while M.c. X to D.c. 
M.c. X to cupboard and gets two small flour sacks 
P.c. X to cupboard and gets another sack as M.c. exits 
P.C. X DR to D.C. 

Poll 
What? What ? 
Doll 
•.. I dream of being Queen of Norfolk. 
Poll 
(LAUGHS) That is a dream ~ 
dreaming about dumplin's . 
I suppose you're better off 
You can have those. 
Doll 
Queen of Norfolk .•. Queen of Norfolk Dumplin 's •.. 
Poll~ Poll Codling ~ 
A I 1 ve got to go ... 
( POLL EXI1'S ) 
Mother Codling 
(OFF STAGE ) 
Poll 
Doll 
Queen of Norfolk •.. Dumplin's~ 
(DOLL SI GS SONG): 
If I were Queen of Norfolk, I' d have dump lings, 
Lots and lots of Dumpling s to eat. 
B If I were Queen of Norfolk , I'd have dump lings, 
Du mp lings so delectably sweet, 
c The baker would obey my every command ; 
I'd summon forth the finest in the land. 
J) The King would say that ev'ry day 
E I must have my dumplings served upon a silver tray; 
If I were Queen of Norfolk, I ' d have dumplings, 
Lots and lots of Dump ling s to eat. 
F Queen of Norfolk; 
Lots of Dumplings, 
Dumplings sweet. 
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A P . C. ext is UL 
B D.c. gets up and str olls C 
c Turns L and t'summons" baker 
D Turns R and "talks to King11 
E Servers the Dumplings on a "t ray" 
F Returns to stool DR 
/'1, Q H 'i Go 
~P.N L. Q l:f 'f ANo L. Q *' S 
tV A R N .S . Q P 2 
- gcr -
--
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Dol l 
A Oh, I can't wait any longer! (SHE OPEJS THE OVEN) Oh , ----------~ 
don't they look luscious! If I could only have a teeny 
8 
taste ... But then there would be none left for dinner .•.• 
But didn't Momma say the dumplings would come again in 
twenty minutes? That means if I take just a few now, 
they'll be more to take their places by the time my brothers 
come home . There's certainly no harm if I only taste one ••. 
or :tn_ •.• or three or four. ( SHE 'fAKES THE DUMPLINGS OUT 
AND STUFFS THEM INTO HER MOUTH. 
BLACKOUT 
(LIGHTS CO ME UP TO REVEAL THE ROYAL PALACE OF NORFOLK . NURSE 
NAN IS SEATED AT THE TOP OF AN ENORMOUS LADDER. SHE IS 
TAKING ROLLS OF LINEN FROM A SHELF AND UNROLLI NG THEM. EACH 
NEW ROLL SHOWS GREATER AND GREATER GAP ING HOLES THAN THE ONE 
BEFORE IT, AND NAN ' S DI SMAY KEEPS GROWI NG.) 
Nan 
Oh , dear! Oh, this will never do! The King of Norfolk in 
rags! (UNROLLS MORE LINEN ) Oh , this is worse than the last! 
c (JOHN TH.~<.; BUTLER ENTERS ) 
John 
Mrs. Nan , Mrs . Nan! The King is co ming, and he 's in a fuss! 
an 
(LOO KI NG AT 'l'HB LIKE ) And no wonder .•. 
John 
D I won 't open t~e door for him. I will not butle when 
he 's in this temper. I'll r esign ... 
£ (E.TER COOKIE, THE COOK) 
Cookie 
The King is co ming , with steam pouring out of his ears! 
I' 11 no longer stay as coo k in a place like this! 1Iy 
cake won't rise with all the stomping on floors in this 
shaky old palace! 
F ( ENTER MEGS, THE DAIRY MAID) 
Not a moment longer will I stay! 
-CfO-
A D.C . p;oe to ~ l e ovin 
B enters R of curtain and climbs la(.der 
c J. enters and stands at bottom of ladder 
D J. X DL of ladder 
E c. enters and X DR of Ladder 
F M. enters and X DC of l adder 
.. 
lfE!ILJY L. 0 ~ Lj IJ!VD L. Q H s 
/? t=-A fJ Y s C 11 2 
l, 0 11 L/ Go 
S. 0 Fl 2 Go 
i . 0 ~:~ S Go 
Nan 
Not you, too?! 
Not me! It's the King ! He pass by my dairy barn in such 
one temper make all the milk gone sour , and cows will 
give no more, so insulted they are. 
Nan 
The King has good reason •.• 
( NOLLEKI NS STOR~S I ) 
Nollekins 
A Of course I have good reason! Better than go o d -- the 
best there ever was ! In fact, I am astounded I am able 
to bear such an excellent reason. (HE STOPS AND SAYS 
PUZZLEDLY) J ust what ~ my reason, Nanny? 
Nan 
(UNRO LLING SOME OF LINEN ) Here it is .•• 
Nollekins 
Tsk ! Tsk ! That is horrible, isn't it? 
Nan 
And your shirts are the same .•. 
Nollekins 
Oh , my! 
Nan 
And your handkerchiefs ••. 
No llekins 
Oh ! 
Nan 
And even •.• 
NOLLEK I NS 
Yes? 
_cp _-
14 
A N. enters R of curtains and X to C of C area 

Nan 
.•. your underwear. 
Nollekins 
(HORR IFIED) Oh! That is intolerable! I won't hear of it! 
John 
You do have a problem ••• 
Cookee 
I'll say you do . 
Nollekins 
Enough! I shall take command at once. Remedy is in sight! 
( STOPS AND ASKS NAN ) Eh , just what is the problem? 
John 
I'll warrant it's a shortage of flax to spin into yarn. 
Nan 
It is noth i ng of the sort! There is plenty of flax---too 
much, indeed. But there is no-one to spin it ~o yarn ••• 
Nollekins 
I forbid it! 
Nan 
That is of no use. 
Nollekins 
( HURT ) I'm trying •.. 
Cookee 
There must be somebody who can spin ••• 
Nan 
I have already attemp ted to locate someo ne ---and failed . 
I have searched t h e land, high and low, issued p ro-
clamations ... 
15 
- qs--
A 
Nollekins 
But issuing proclamations is ~ job! 
Nan 
Oh, what is one little proc lamation here or there? 
Nollekins 
(HURT) But •.• I'm the King ... 
Cookee 
You must offer a prize ! 
Nan 
A what? 
Nollekins 
A what? 
Cookee 
A prize I said. Nobody 's going to do anything these days 
unless they stand to win a prize. Anybody knows there's 
got to be a pr ize. 
an 
You are correct! But what s hall this award be? 
John 
It must be large. 
Exciting it must be. 
Cookee 
It's got to be the best thing there ever was! 
Nollekins 
( SUDDENLY) I've got it!! 
What? 
16 
A C. moves more C 
• 

Others 
What? 
Nol lekins 
It ' s got to be big ... 
Others 
Yes •.• 
Nollek ins 
It's got to be exciting .•. 
Others 
Yes ... 
Nollekins 
It's got , in fact, to be the best, most wonderful thing 
ever was. 
Othe rs 
Yes ! 
Nollekins 
Then I most certainly have got it! 
Nan 
But what is it? 
Nollekins 
( WITH A FLOURISH) Me!!! 
(THE OTHERS STAND AND STARE AT HI M I CREDULOUSLY) 
Nan 
You don't mean .••. 
Nollekins 
I do. 
J ohn 
You won't •..• 
17 
I 1 M. Q "*" J..-.1\-A~¥ t' I. .:..J 
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Nollekins 
I will. 
Cookee 
Marry the girl ? 
No llek ins 
Of course. 
Nan 
A Hut you do not even know who she will be! 
Nollekins 
I'm not a snob, anny. 
Goodn ess me to heavens ! 
Nollekins 
B Come now, we must get cracking , come along •.. 
Nan 
Wait! We must do this properly . 
Nollekins 
c Properly? 
Nan 
Yes . There must be an official proclamation . 
Nollekins 
18 
o Oh, very well ..• But let it be a short one. ------------------------~ 
an 
I will write it down •.• 
John 
And I'll shout it about. 
-(OC-
A NN. descends l adder and X t o N. 
B N. leads M., J . and C. DR 
C They stop 
D They all X back t o t he ladder and N. climbs it 
-tOt-
Nollekins 
An, now let me see .•• 
(KING SI TGS) : 
King Effe ctive immediately, 
By order of a royal decree 
A position 
A Has hereby been created. 
This job is a specialized one 
That must be so perfectly done, 
A position 
B That will be amply compensated . 
Chorus: 
c 
So let it be known throughout the land that 
The King takes a most unusual stand, 
he King takes a most unusual stand. 
King : It's never been done before and may never be done 
again, 
But the King is willing to marry a girl who can 
spin. 
My stocking s are full of holes, and just look 
at my shoddy clothes, 
And I'm tired of airing in public , domestic woes. 
IE Chorus: D it's never been done before and may never be done 
King : 
again , 
f But the King is willing to marry a girl who can 
spin. 
G His stocking s are full of holes ,!1 and just look 
at his shoddy clothes, 
J And he's tired of airing in public domestic woes. 
So I propose a simple solution; 
5 A wife must be found to fill the need. 
J.< I only make one qualification: 
She must spin, whenever decreed! 
L So scour the countryside, but I must have a 
youthful bride, 
And the bride must spin like the wind at my 
fireside. 
19 
~ So maidens whatever your size, remember the King's 
the prize 
A girl who can spin is certain to win His Majesty.# ____ ~ 
Chorus: c So scour the countryside, but he must have a 
youthful bride 
And the bride must spin like the wind at his 
fireside. 
So maidens whatever your size, remember the King 's 
the priz e P 
Megs: Q A girl who can spin is certain to win, 
John: !?.. A girl with a wheel has royal appeal, 
Cookee: s A girl with a thread is wanted to wed r 
Chorus: v His Ma jesty.----------------------
(THE CHORUS IS MADE UP OF NAN , JOHN, MEGS , AND COOKEE ) 
(BLACKOUT) 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
0 
p 
Q 
R 
s 
u 
11., J . , and C. turn R nd 'Instruct" N.N& as to what towrtte 
They ag in "instruct" N. N. 
M. , J . , and c. turn DS then, after refrain, turn US 
U&, J., and c. turn De and spread arms in horizontal pos ition 
palm down 
They eros their arms and repeat the movement 
They cross their arms and repeat the movement with hands 
verticl e 
They point to their stockings 
They point to their clot hs 
They shake their heads in dismay and "tare their hair'• 
M. , J . , and c. clasp their hands together and put them to 
their hearts 
They all hold their index fingers up 
M. , J . , and c. X UR above the ladder 
They X back to their origional position facing US 
thoy "about face and face DS 
N. descend the ladder and X C to N.1~. 
N. , and NoN• start to Polka 
M. steps DS for her line and then steps back 
J . steps DS for his line and then steps b ck 
c. steps DS for his line then steps back 
N. picks N. N. up in his arms and "spins" around 
N. puts N.No dpwn and they exit UR waving to ~o , J $, andC . 
11. Q rt .s· Go 
'-' C.tbRI..)~ : G'UT iKE ~-~(:,IS WtU..tNG 10 
\'1\f\eQ_l{ 1'\ Q,tRL t.Ut+O <:.,Al-l SPtiW," 
/?c:A DY L. 0 l:t- 0 AN.:> L. Q '* 7 
.. 
L, 0 1=1 ~ Go 
L, 0 ,.7 Go 
S,Q ,.,. 3Go 
(LIGHTS COME UP ON THE CODLING KI'rCHEN ONCE MORE. DOLL IS 
DOZING OVER THE SPINNING WHEEL AS MOTHER CODLING ENTERS. 
A MOTHER CODLING PUTS A FULL SACK OF FLOUR DOWN BY THE DOOR.) 
Mother Godling 
Have those dumplings come again yet? 
Doll 
(OPENS THE OVEN AND LOOKS IN) Not yet, Momma •.. 
Mother Codling 
20 
Not yit, darter? Well, anither five minutes thin. (SHE 
BEGINS TO SET THE TABLE) Help to set the table, darter, 
since yer brethern will come ta it soon now, and they'll 
8 be hungry, ye can tell. (DOLL SLOWLY STARTS TO SE'l' THE 'l'ABLE) 
c (ENTER POLL WITH A FULL FLOUR SACK) 
Poll 
Where should I put this, Momma? 
Mother Codling 
D Down besides the ither one, darter. And hilp ti set th' 
table. (POLL QUICKLY PUTS THE SACK DO WN AND SETS THE TABLE) 
(THE BROTHERS ARE HEARD SINGING I N THE DISTANCE) 
Brothers: Dum-dee-do-dee-dah-dee-dah-dee-dum~dee 
Dough~dee-dah-dee-dum-dee-day-day-dee 
Dum-dee-do-dee-dah-dee-dah-dee-dum-dee 
Dah-de-dQugh-dee-dum-dee-day-dum-dee. 
Mother Codling 
E Yer brathers'r comin'! Doll Codlin'. Bring out thim 
dumplin's from the ovin tithe table ••.• 
Doll 
F (LOOKING INTO THE OVEN) They haven't come again, Momma .•.• 
Mother Codling 
G Thim are slow workers, darter. Will, anither five minutes 
thin. 
-to<i--
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
M.c. enters ~. X to cupboard ant puts floue sacks in lower part 
then X C 
They start to set the table 
P.o. enters UL and X C 
P.c. X to cupboard and puts flous sack away then helps s et 
the table 
M.c. x UL to doorway 
D.c. X to ovin 
P.o . gets wash basin and stool froom L and plaoes it DSC 
-(OS-
(THE BROTHERS ENTER. MO THER CODLING STANDS AT THE DOOR AND 
A THEY ALL BEND DOWN TO KISS HER AS THEY PASS 0 THE WAY TO 
A WASH BASIN ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STAGE .) 
Dave 
What's fer dinner, Maw? 
Mother Codling 
8 Dumplin's, beys. 
All Brothers 
Good! 
c Abe 
Durnplin's is grand! 
Dave 
Durnplin 's is glorious! 
Hal 
Yeah ! 
Abe 
There's parsnips ..• 
Dave 
... an' pickles •.. 
Abe 
..• an' potaytee pancakes ! 
Dave 
An' spongy cakes ..• 
Abe 
.•• springy cakes ... 
Dave 
..• soda cakes ••• 
Abe 
S:.eedy cakes! 
21 
A 
B 
c 
Da.c., A.c., and H.c. enter UL and X to M.c. and Kiss her 
Da.c. X R of ·M.c. with A.c. and H.c. L of her 
They freeze in these positions for a beat 
They "break" and start to X to the Table, But P.c. X C 
and sends them DSC to Wash. Da.c. and A.Cl wash 
and prevent H,c. from washing 

Dave 
An' cream cheeses ••. 
Abe 
green cheeses .•• 
Dave 
blue cheeses ••• 
Abe 
Ghedders •.• 
Dave 
and cheshires! 
Abe 
But dumplin's! 
Abe and Dave 
Dumplin 's is best! Dumplin's is good! 
Hal 
Yeah! 
8 (THEY ALL SIT DO \TN AT THE TABLE , PICK UP THEIR SPOONS 
AND BEGIN TO POUND ON THE TABLE SHOUTING :) 
All Brothers 
Dinner ! Dinner! Dinner! 
(NO THER CODLING TURNS TO DOLL) 
Mother Codling 
Now thin, darter, fitch out them dumplin's. 
Doll 
C (LOOKING I NTO THE OVEN) I can't, momma .••. 
Mother Codling 
What fer kin't ye? 
-1 o&'-
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H.c. breaks through his brothers to wash• But P.c. 
takes- the wash basen and stool and place them SL 
B DA.c., A.c. and H.C. X to the table, sit and bang their spoons 
c D.C. X DR to ovin and looks in 

Doll 
They •.. They aren't come again •.• 
Mother Codling 
(ASTONISHED) ot none of thim? 
Doll 
Not one of 'em. 
The Brothers 
A Dinner! Dinner! Dinner! 
Mother Codling 
Come agin or no come agin, we'll wait us ni longer. Fitch 
'em out and we'll eat 'em as they be. 
Doll 
B But ••. how can you, if they haven't come again? 
Mother Codling 
C What are ye sayin', Doll Codling? 
(GOES TO THE OVEN AND LOOKS IN. THUNDER STRUCK.) Where 
ha' thiy bin an' got ta? 
The Brothers 
D Dinner ! Dinner! Dinner! 
Doll 
I •.• I ate them, Momma •... 
Mother Codling 
(DUMBFOUNDED) .... you ate 'em? ..• 
Doll 
Yess, Momma .••. 
Mother Codling 
.Ate all of em? 
Doll 
Yes , Momma ••.. 
23 
A 
B 
c 
D 
The Brothers bang their spoons 
D.c. X C 
M.c. X DR to the ovin and looks in 
The brothers bang their spoona and M.c. X C to quiet them 
and confront D.c. 
-ilL-
Mother Codling 
A The round dizen? 
Doll 
Yes, Momma ..• 
Mother Codling 
Di you mean ta be tellin' me that ye ate a whole big 
belly-full of great big lumpy-dumpy dumplin's, and ye 
haven't got ye so much as a belly ache? 
Doll 
No, Momma •.. 
Mother Codling 
Then ye should have! Shame on ye! taken the viry 
dumplin's outa yer starvin' brothers mouths! 
All Brothers 
Shame! Shame! Shame! 
Doll 
(T ARFULLY) But ~ omrna, you said they'd come again. 
1other Codling 
8 (SITTI~G 0~ STOOL) I bin ba~boozled! A round dizin, I 
bin bamboozled! 
(ENTER NOLLEK I NS AND NAN) 
Nollekins 
A round dizin? I mean dozen? Of what, my dear lady? 
Mother Codling 
C (TURNING , ASTONISHED) Lard preserve us! The King of 
Norfolk! ( TO THE BROTHERS) Stand up, ye lazy good fer 
D nothings! (THE BROTHERS ST~~ UP AND PULL THEIR 
FORELOCKS) Yer Majesty! 
Nollekins 
A round dozen, you said: 
- \\ ::L-
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A 
B 
c 
D 
No and N.N. enter DR of the stage (in the C area) and 
X to C and "look in at the soene" 
M.c. X DR and sits on stool as No and N.N. X L, ~ount 
the stadrs and "enter" the room. N. stands C 
and NN stands DL 
K.C. jumps up and she and the girls Bow 
The brothers move the table and ohairs UR the bow 
- \i 3-
A 
Mother Codling 
(ASIDE TO POLL) What'll I say know? 
Poll 
Tell the truth, Momma. 
Mother Codling 
And shame the very name of Codlin? Niver! Twilve of 'em! 
(LOUDLY, IN SPITE OF HERSELF) Twilve!! 
Nollekins 
Twelve of what? 
8 (THE CODLINGS PUSH POLL FORWARD) 
Poll 
c Twelve skeins of flax, sir. The whole dozen spun in half 
an hour, that is what bamboozled my momma, if you 
please sir. 
Nan 
b (RUSHING FORWARD EXCITEDLY) Twelve skeins of flax in half 
an hour! Why , I never heard the like~ (TO POLL) And 
you did this? 
Poll 
Oh, no, ma'am. (POINTING TO DOLL) She did it. 
Nan 
E Young lady, did you really do what bamboozled your momma? 
Doll 
Yes, I did that, I'm afraid. I'm terribly sorry, ma'am, 
but I could~help myself. 
Nan 
Couldn't help yourself! Twelve skeins in half an hour! 
,: Why ..• Why I.... (GOES OVER TO NOLLBKINS) There! There 
stands your bride! 
Mother Codling 
(THUNDERSTRUCK) The bride of the King?!~ 
Abe 
G Did you ever? 
-tt<-1-
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A M.c.~ D.c.~ P.c.~ ~nd the brotbera X DR for a "family conference" 
B DA.c. and B.C. retreat UL whlle M.c. pushes P.c. c 
C P.c~ steps more C 
Di~ N.,N., X C 
E P .c. fall a~ DR and DoCo cheats: C 
F N.N. X DL a,nd points at D.C. 
G• A.C. X UL to DA.C ans H.C. 
- i\S" -
Dave 
Never did. 
Hal 
Yeah! 
Nollekins 
A You shall indeed be my bride, young lady,llleh, what 
did you say your name was? 
Doll 
8 Doll, Your Highness. 
Nollekins 
'\> ell •.. mine's Nollekins. You may call me Noll. 
Doll 
Thank you , Your Hi ghness. 
Noll ekins 
Perfectly all right, Doll . 
Nan 
c Now you must a g ree to sp in one day of every year, for 
His Majesty's bed sheets and handerkerchiefs and shirts • 
.Mother Codling 
D Oh , she's agreed ta that, ye may be sure. And she c a n 
s p in like a dream, I can tell ye that myself. 
Nollekins 
Oh , I do hope so! For i f she cannot, I would be forced 
to chop o f f her head, .•.•. and such a lovely head! 
Poll 
Why would you want to do that ? 
Nan 
Because he has a terrible temper. So you'd best be 
telling t h e truth. 
-tllo-
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k. 
B 
c 
D 
No~ DC 
D.c. bows 
N.N. moves more C 
M.c. X wthrough" N. and D.c. and "drags" N.N. DL 
-\l1-
A AND J OHN AND 1EGS BR I NG I N A PILE OF 
FLOOR NEAR THE SP I NNI NG WHEEL.) 
Nan 
Naturally, this is all a formality, but we must have proof. 
You will have one half hour to spin this little pile of 
flax into yarn. 
Doll 
In half an hour? 
Nollekins 
Should be child's play for you, dearest Doll. 
Nan 
e Every one must now go outside. We do not wish to disturb 
Doll at her work. 
(EVERYO rE FILES OUT. NOLL 'KI NS AD NAN ARE THE LAST TO GO.) 
Nollekins 
In half an hour we'll be back, darling Doll, and if the 
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flax is spun we'll wed ------------------------------------------~ 
Doll 
c If it isn't ... 
Nan 
If it isn't ..• 
Nollekins 
Then off with your head! 
o ( NOLLEKINS AND NAN EXIT. DOLL STARES AT THE FLAX AND AFTER 
A MOMENT, BURSTS INTO TEARS .) 
Doll 
What will I do? I'll never be able to spin all this flax. 
Not if I had a million years to do it. Oh, what E 
I do? 
(SHE RESTS HER HEAD ON THE SP I N ING WHEEL. THE LIGHTS 
FADE OUT . THEY COME RIGHT BACK ON , A D THE SPINDLE UP 
F I S STANDING ON THE STOV~ . HE IS S~~LL A D BLACK , AND BLACK , 
AND SPEAKS IK A HIGH RASPY VOICE, CAREFULLY ARTICULAT I NG 
EACH WORD. 
Spindle Imp 
What tar yew crying for? 
Doll 
(LOOKING UP, FRIGHTENED ) Who •.. Who are you? 
-tt8-
B 
c 
D and E 
F 
Ko and J. enter R ( in the C area) X L, mount the stairs 
and pile the flax DL and stand there, While 
the codling family and N. gather C 
The 6odling family slowly exits UL along with M. and J. 
leaving D.C. and N. 8, and N.N. UL 
N.N. X DC 
N. and N.N. exit UL and D.C. X DR to the flax', and the 
spinning wheel where she sits and begins to cry 
During the Blackout, s.I. X tothe ovin and stands on it 
M~N L.Q Fl'8 ANj:) L. Q 1=19 
L. Q n ~ Go 
71-te-IV 
?HuNt>£!? Go 
'-· Q A 9 Go 
11/. K•V /VI. 0 t:r · b 
Spindle Imp 
A Never yew mind that, tell me why yew are crying. Could 
this be yew ate all twelve dumplings and bamboozled 
your mother? 
Doll 
(SURPRISED) How do you know? 
Sp indle Imp 
8 (WITH A CAPER) And could this be the King of Norfolk 
asked why this your mother was bamboozled and you told him 
you spunned twelve skeins o f flax in half an hour? And 
could this be that you also will lose this your pretty 
little head if you cannot spin all this flax in half an 
c hour? Could this be? 
Do ll 
( SADLY) I 'll never be able to ... 
Spindle Imp 
(CON'I'EMPTUOUSLY) Of course you could not do this. Yew 
J) have not got spinning thumbs. (SHOWS HER HIS THUMBS) 
Look at thems! Thems is spinning thumbs! 
Doll 
Can you spin? 
Spindle Imp 
(STRUTTING) Can I nott! 
Doll 
You could never spin all this in half an hour ... 
Spindle Imp 
E (CO NTEMPTUOUSLY) Sez yew! This, and twice this I could 
spin. I'm the Spindle Imp, I am. 
Doll 
(ANXIOUSLY) Would you spin for me? 
Spindle Imp 
~ (SLYLY) I'll make you a bargain, Doll Codling. For a 
price I will spin all this flax for yew •.. 
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A s.r. jumps to the floor 
B s.r. X DL forcing o.c. c 
c S.I. capers DL C 
D S.I.X DL 
E S.I. capers c and spins around 
F s.r. struts s ightly L 
~-
., 
' I , J . . ~ 
-r-
SPt N Du; .I. M 0 
• 
" 
Doll 
I have only four cents now, but when I am queen I may have 
a little more .•• 
Spindle Imp 
( With a sinister laugh) My price, Doll Codling, is yew! 
Doll 
I ••• I don't understand • • • 
Spindle Imp 
I will spin for yew this flax now, Doll Codling, and yew will 
be Queen of Norfolk ••• 
Doll 
Oh, if I only could be! 
Spindle Imp 
4 But one year from this day, I will come back to yew, and 
if yew cannot answer in nine guesses a question I will ask 
of yew, then yew must come away with me and be mine. 
1'his is my bargain. 
Doll 
I wouldn't like that ..• 
Spindle Imp 
8 (GLEEFULLY) I would, I would like it very much. 
Nine guesses? 
Spindle Imp 
No more, no less. 
Doll 
Will the question be hard to answer? 
- t 22 -
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k s.I. m~ves C foroing D.c. to move C in front of him 
B s.I. oapere all over the C area 

A 
B 
Sp indle Imp 
Oh, no ... yew must only guess me my name~ 
Doll 
That should be easy. After all, how many different names 
can there be? 
Spindle Imp 
(SLYLY) Only five or six, at the most. And it is much 
better than losing this your pretty litt le head . 
Doll 
It ' s a bargain then. 
Spindle Imp 
C (CAPERING WILDLY) A bargin~ A bargin~ A bargin! 
(He immediately begins spinning furiously. DOLL sits on a 
stool by the fireplace to watch and quickly falls off to 
sleep. As the I 1P spins, t he lights go slowly down and 
other imps appear from the surrounding gloom to dance 
around the spinning wheel . As they dance, they take bales 
of flax off and bring bundles of yarn o n to replace them . 
They dance slowly at first, but the pace is co ntinual ly 
accelerated until they are spinning around the SPI1~LE IMP 
and the spinning wheel at a furious pace. As the SP INDLE 
H IP completes his spinning, the room fades into complete 
blackness, and all is still . 
Silence , then suddenly the door is flung open and sunlight 
floods the room. 10LLEKINS stands in the doorway, NAN 
and the Codling family clustered closely around his back:) 
Nollekins 
She ' s done it~ 
The Codling family 
(severally) 
(RELIEVED) She's done it! 
1 an 
£ (RUSHING FORWARD TO EXA I NE THE YAR 
~ (DOLL AWAKENS , UBBING HER EYES) 
·- I .;t.4-
She's spun it! 
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A S.I. moves SR of D.c. and then moves DR, "luring" D.C. after him. 
B s.I. capers about, then gestures D.c. to sit en DR stool (she does); 
he then gestures around her head and she falls asleep. Then 
s.I. I c and 
C THE SPINNING DANCE 
Code &X ~means 2measures of 4 beats 
H. - BeidiJ Do - DianeJ Po • Peter.- and Ro - RicbardJ Lo • Lisa 
2.-X 4 S.I. strikes Spinning Wheel 
2x4 S.I. gestures L and X R 
lx4 Little Imps enter L and X C 
lx4 Little Imps' bow and s.I. points to spinning whweel 
lx4 L. X L of wheelJ, Po X R of wheeliJ H. X R of ehairJ Do X L f chaor 
lx4 Imps lift furniture 
2%4 Imps bring furni~ure C and put it down 
2%4 Imps open circle and then S.I. a-its at wheel and starts to spin 
2x4 ~ps circle wheel counter- clockwise 
2x4 Imps do individual turns while running 
2x4 L. and D. X DL and get flax, then return to positions, while~. and 
P. circle. 
2x4 &ld • H. URjf Do DR, P • UL, L. DL 
3z& (Pattern per measure - 4 runs, toss flax,. catch flax while running in circle) 
1• Do toss to H., L. toss to Po 
2• P. tosses to R. in wings, H. toss to Lo 
3• Lo toss to R. in wings 
NOTE as· soon as the flax is thrown into the wing~ . P. and L. X UC in back 
---- of cupboard to get yarn. 
THE SPINNHrG DANCE oon't 
lx2 H. and D. 2 little runs around the wheel 
lx4 H. & D. shake, facing into wheel 
3x4 Ho & D. toss pattern with ,jumps instead of' tosses 
lx.2 H. & D. run around wheel 
3x4 (toss pattern) 
1~ a. backs up L and D backs up R 
2..- each do turns 
3- H. & D. repeat w~ile P. & L. rejoin circle with Yarn 
lx4 all shake 
3x4 All oirole wheel 
3x4 (toss pattern) 
l•P. backs up Rand L. backs up L 
2- H. & D. X DR to flax 
2.• P. & L. turn 
· H. & D. get flax and return to place 
3-. All turn 
NOTE H. & D. X UC to cupboard as soon as they finish the following tosses 
~}all shake 
3x4 (toss pattern) 
1-D. tosses flax to R. in the ~ings~ others jump 
z- H. tosses- flax to R. in the wings~ P. & L jump 
3- P. & L. jump 
lx2 P. & L. run around circle 
~ (toss pattern) 
1~ P. backs up R and L. backs up L 
2- P. & L. turn 
3- H. & D. re-join circle_. H. IS DR and D. is DL 
4x4 All f'or.m circle and each reaches for string of' yarh from imp on left 
TEE SPINNI~ DANCE oon't, 
2x4\ all glide counter clockwise around wheel with yarn "connected" 
4x~ 
At end, s.r. gestures DL to put yarn away. 
3x4 All put yarn DL and s.r. gets off stool 
3x4 s.r. gestures to put wheel and stool away, imps do so 
Two counts while they finish 
l.x8 Little imps exit 
lx4 S.I. "shows" doll his work then ;akes a gesture of finality as lights 
Blackout ( S.I. exits during B.O.) 
D As the lights "return to normal",. The Codling famUy. N. and N.N. re"" 
anter. Then N. X DL to Yarn 
E N.N. rushes DL to see the yarn 
F D.Co wakes and X C 
----- 1'1. 0 ~'~" 6 Go 
MRN s.o #- Lf 
Wlf ll/v M. Q 11 1 
L. 0 .., /0 Go 
L. 0 t:a II Go 
-l2S-
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Doll 
(BEWILDERED) Did I do it? 
Poll 
How did you do it? 
Doll 
Ask me another . •. --------------------------------------------------
Nollekins 
A (JOYFULLY) I will~ Will you marry me, Doll? 
Doll 
Oh, yes. 
Nollekins 
To church! To church! 
~ (Doll takes Nollekins' arm, Nan and the Codling family form 
a procession behind them, joined by all the characters 
from the palace, and all parade up the center aisle and 
once around the theater to a joyous march and wedding bells, 
then out.) 
END ACT ONE 
·-- I "2. '- -
A N. XC 
B They all form a processional and exite N. and D.C. leadJ followed by 
N.N., followed by M. and JoJ follmved by M.C., who is followed by DA.C, 
A.C. and H.C. (The boys jumppdown the stairs.) P.C. Follows and runs 
ahead to c~toh D.c. 
A.s they prepair to leave, J. X down the stairs and then pushes them C.., 
As they reach th~ bottom of the stairs~ they swing SL and then X direotly 
R and then swing L again and exit out the oenter aisle• 
1-- -- ,p P"~.oy L Q H I ..:3 
1'1. 0 ff 7 Gc 
1-- - L, 0 11 /3 Go 
_ ~· ,.,. '1 Go 
llou s E L 'GHrs 
ACT II PRESET 
SETS 
Cheok position of Nursery platfor.m, furniture and baby. 
Check Charles's "1buse"· • Imp Costume" 
Cheok position of Palace Furni~e 
Check Cauldron 
Cheok "Smoke" 
Check position of stairs 
Pr.ops 
OFF LEFT 
Trey of Dumplings 
Spinning Wheel 
Cauldron 
Curtains Closed 
·-I :.J..g-
~ Rtv' mv.:- REA-D'f /VI, Q ~ 3' 
I~RN II# f?e=A D y L. 0 #I '-1 
/1. Q ~~"? Go 
If u.s~ ID IIALI--
/Ic;u.!£ Our 
ACT TWO 
A (The palace, one year later. The Royal Nursery . A basinette 
draped in lace stands in the center with Doll and Poll 
looking fondly into it.) 
Poll 
Hello, I'm your aunt. 
B (NOLLEKI NS ENTERS) 
Nollekins 
We must decide! Here it is the very day before our son's 
christening and ..• 
Doll 
Our child is a girl, rol dear. 
Nollekins 
c (SURPRISED) Oh , is it? Why ~asn't I told? 
Poll 
I've told you ten times at least. 
Nollekins 
As I was saying, before I was so rudely interrupted, here it 
L? the very day before our son's christening , and we haven't 
chosen some names for him . That will never do. 
Doll 
We'll call her Julia ... 
Nollekins 
(TO HI MSELF) Now let me see ... six names at least ... (TO DOLL) 
What did you say? 
Do ll 
-
Julia ..• 
32 

Nollekins 
That is no name for a boy! 
A (COOKERY EN'l'ERS WITH A TRAY OF FOOD, SETS IT DOWN AND COMES 
OVER TO LOOK AT THE BABY:) 
Cookery 
Now isn't she a pretty little thing! Look at those blue 
eyes. Remind me of blue flax flowers, they do! 
· 8 (EXITS) 
Nollekins 
C Ah! that reminds me, dearest Doll, today is the day! 
Doll 
(SERENELY) What day, Nol? 
Nollekins 
Have you forgotten so soon? One year ago today, to the 
very day ••• 
Doll 
-
(UNEASILY) We were married •.•• 
Nollekins 
Yes, dear Doll, but something more! You'll be happy to 
know we've had the biggest flax harvest in history, and 
I've had all the flax brought into the next room! It's 
waiting for you now. Don't your fingers itch to begin?! 
But ••• but I'm the queen now. 
Nollekins 
P (PEEVISHLY) You promised. You made a bargain ••• 
Doll 
( FRIGH'fENED) A bargain! A bargain! (TO HERSELF) The 
spinning Imp! 
, 
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A D.C. is sitting Us of bassenet and P.C. stands next to her. Both are 
looking at the baby. 
B N. enters UL and X C 
C N, X DL to bassenet as P.C. holds the baby up for him to see 
D N. X C again 
c. enters UL and X DS and ends up SB next to P.C. D.C. and P.C \ke 
a dumpling 
TEEU No X L and takes a dumpling and returns SC 
B c. exits UL 
C N. X L to oonfro~ D. C. 
D N. returns C 
jJ;. Rft/ L. 0 If ISitNJ> L, 0 #I' A 
MR/V 7Jiv;vD£R 
- \ "3"3 -
Nollekins 
You made a bargain to spin once a year so I will have shirts 
and sheets and handkerchiefs •.. I wouldn 't like to chop off 
your head. 
A(CLAPS HIS HANDS AND A SPINNING WHEEL IS BROUGHT IN) 
(TO THE SERVANTS) put it in the next room. 
B(TO DOLL) I'll leave now, and when I return in an hour I 
hope you'll be finished so we can discuss what five names 
c we will choose for our son ••. 
Doll 
(PROTESTING) Our daughter •.• 
(DISSOLVI G INTO TEARS) Oh , what will I do? 
Pol l 
(COMING TO DOLL) ~at is it, Doll ? 
Doll 
The spinning Imp! The spinning Imp! 
Poll 
What Imp! 
Doll 
(TEARFULLY) I never spun t he flax. I couldn't! 
Poll 
But .... ? 
Doll 
I made a bargain with the spinning Imp! If I don't guess his 
name in nine guesses, he'll take me away with him! To the 
witching wood and he's coming today! What will I do? 
Poll 
You'll have to guess his name ..• 
Doll 
But what could it be? 
34 
r 
c. enters UL and X C and shows the wheel to N. He then X L a1~ 
shows the wheel to D.C. and then P.C. 
THEN after the line, c• exits with the wheel DL 
B No X L to D.C. 
C N. exits UL 
R..EAD)' L. 0 # IS AtVQ L. 0.1:1 /t:,A 
Pe:.4a y """7#u;voe:R 
L, 0,. /6 Go 
7Hv;vo£t7 Go 
(SUDDENLY THE ROOM GROWS DARK AND STRAINS OF THE IMP'S 
THEME ARE HEARD .) 
Doll 
He's corning ~ What should I do? 
Poll 
A (GOING BEHI ND A CHAIR) I'll hide here, and if you don't 
guess his name, I'll help you chaxe him away ... 
Doll 
-
(AS THE LIGHTS GO OUT ) That will do no good ... 
(THE LIGHTS CO ME BACK UP AND TilE IMP I S STAND I NG ON TOP OF 
8 THE BED :) 
What will do no good, my Doll? 
Doll 
I'm not your Doll ~ 
Yew soon will be, for yew won't guess my name. 
Doll 
I will guess it~ 
Imp 
(LAUGHING 1ISCHIEVO USLY) Yew will not. 
Doll 
I •.• I know your name~ It is SIDNEY . 
( THE IMP LAUGHS) 
(RUSHL G ON) Then it must be HO~ R ~ 
C ( THE IMP LAUGHS A D CAPERS) 
(LOSING COrFIDENCE) I know ... your name is MARVIN! 
(THE IM.P LAUGHS MORE CO NTEMPTUOUSLY D CAPERS) 
(DESPERATELY) CALVI THEODORE! EDGAR! 
(THE IMP LAUGHS MORE CONTE1frlTUOUSLY AND CAPERS) 
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& P.C. exits UL 
B S.I. runs into C from offR 
C s.r. capers about and forces D.c. to C 
r I 
(SHAKING HIS HEAD VIGOROUSLY I N HIGH GOOD HUMOR ) 
This was six. Three more, and yew are mine. 
Doll 
(FRIGHTENED) ! ... can't think ... 
Imp 
A (PERCHING HIMSELF ON TOP OF A TABLE A~D EAT I NG A PEAR) 
I will sait. 
Doll 
(SUDDE LY) NICODEMUS ! 
This was seven. 
Doll 
0 h ... HESDRAL! 
.!.!!!.£ 
o One more is nine, and yew will be mine. 
Doll 
I'll guess it. 
This yew won't my Doll . 
Doll 
(WITH A SUDDEN TRIUMPH SMIL) I have it! your name is ... 
BARBAROSSA ! 
c (THE IMP LAUGHS AND DOES A V ILD CAPER AROU:t-JD THE ROO 
STOPS BEFORE THE BAS I NETTE .) 
Imp 
0 Yew are mine, this my pretty Doll! 
-l ~&'-
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A S.I. X L and stis on stool 
B s.I. moves back C 
C s.I. oapers about while D.C. runs L to protect the baby 
D S.I. regains control of himself and X L to the bassenet where he sees 
the baby 
w'IH~ IV L . 0 ,. I&, 8 
WAR/'1 7HvN£)ER 
-t-=-9-
(LOOKING I THE BASI ETTE ) But what is this here ? A 
pretty little baby, this I'm sure. Say farewell to this 
your little baby, Doll . 
Doll 
A No, no, no! 
A-well, 'tis a pity to part this a baby from its mammy. 
8 I'll let yew bring this your little baby with yew. 
Doll 
C Not to that horrible place you live in! 
The witching wood is a beautiful place! A beautiful place! 
D (SLY ONCE MORE ) I'll strike a bargain, I'll give you 
another night this to think it over, and if yew can guess 
this my name, in three guesses yew and this your baby will 
be free forever. If you don't guess this both of y ew will 
be mine. 
Doll 
! ... don't know ••• 
Then come with me now, my pretty Doll, and never see this 
your little baby again. 
Doll 
E (RECO ILING ) No! I'll do what you ask! 
Tomorrow at this very same hour I'll come again ... 
Doll 
But I'll lose my head before then. I must spin more flax 
F before an hour, or I'll lose my head. 
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A; D.c. picks up the baby and runs C 
B s.I. creeps C 
c D.C. runs back DL 
D s.r •. creeps BL to bassenet 
E D.C. moves off L more 
F D.C. &tis on the stool 
/ 
/?£ADY L. 0 ,; /to B 
/?cf"'L)Y 7#t//VLJ£R 
Is that all ? This yew can be sure, I'll not lose my prize 
for a thimble-full of spinning. Today I'll spin this your 
flax and tomorrow yew and this your baby will be mineA 
oll 
8 (COMES OUT FRO BBHI D THE CHAIR AND TRIES TO CO FORT DOLL) 
I won't let it happen, Doll! Don't yo u worry! This is 
all my fault ! I shouldn't have lied about the dumplings . 
I'll ..• I'll find out his name. 
Doll 
But how? 
Poll 
C I ..• I don't really know •.. 
{MUSIC: SNATCH 0 F CHARLEE' S SO G) 
Poll 
(AN IDEA) I know! I know! Irving will know his name! 
Don't worry, Doll, I'll go and ask him right away! 
Don 't worry! 
£> (EXIT DOLL . NOLLEKI S BURSTS IN) : 
Nollekins 
(CHEERFULLY) Nothing to worry about at all--that is, if 
all the flax is spun. It is spun, isn't it? 
Doll 
I •.• I'm not sure .•. 
No llekins 
What a sense of humour you have, Dollekins! 
E (H ' S'I'RIDES TO\',ARD THE DOOR TO THE N 'XT ROOM. POLL 
STARTS TO .ARD THh OUT IDE DOOR:) 
r 
( NO LLEKINS 'rHROWS OPE TH£ DOOR TO THE ~XT ROO~ 'D 
THBRE I N FRONT OF HI1 ARE PILES OF PE F 'CTLY SPUN YARN . 
HIS FACE LIG TS UP :) 
Nollekins 
You 've done it again! I'm awfully proud of you, Dollekins , 
as long as you can spin you'll have not,hing to worry about 
ever again. 
- 1 '-1 ~ -
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A S'.I., exits D~, 
B P.c. reenters from UL and X DL to doll who puts the baby in the crib 
C P.C. X. DC 
D P.O. &xits UL as N. enters from UL and X C 
E N. X DL. looks behind ourtain and then returns to D.c. 
) 
L, Q # lbB Go 
MRIV L. 0 f:i 17 AJV.D L. Q 1:1 If 
MtRIV s o~~6 
ReA I> Y L. 0 11 I 7 -4N.i> L. 0 11 l<f 
/?£1'i.bV S.Q.N6 
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Doll 
(MI SERABLY) Do you know any names? 
Nollekins 
Names ? 
(WITH A LAUGH OF RECOGNIT ION) Oh, names. As a matter 
of fact, I 've decided that Julia is perfectly dandy 
with me . I'm sure our son will g row to love it. ~~~--------~ 
BLACKOUT 
(POLL RUNS ACROSS THE STAGE FRO !vl LEFT TO RI GHT Ir A 
A FOLLOW SPOT , CALL I NG CHARL "E LOO ALL THE WAY . SHE CO MES 
TO THE OUTSIDE OF HI S SHACK AND CALLS I N AT THE DOOR . 
CHARLEB POPS UP FRO BEH I D THE OVERTUR~ED BO AT BARBY :) 
Char lee 
t3 I hat's wrong, Po 11 ? 
Poll 
(OUT OF BREATH ) Cha rlee I need your help, Doll is in 
trouble. A little black Imp from the Witching Woods •.• 
Char lee 
With the long thumbs? 
Poll 
Yes, how did ... ? 
Char lee 
He's king of t he imps. I've come up against him b efore~ 
C Whe rever there' s trouble, he's always behind it~ 
Poll 
Do you know his name? If Doll can't gue s s his name in three 
guesses, he'll tak e her away with h im and her little baby, 
too! 
- I L./- 4- -
~ P.c. enters UL and steps into the UL areaJ she then X DR CJ She 
then X DR to C.L.'s house 
B c.t. moves towards C to meet her 
C P.C. and C.L. move DC of the "house" 
L. Q :# /7 Go 
2. C Ji I -
• ~ 0 
-1'-1-q -
Char lee 
I don't know that he has a name. 1 aybe Irving'll know ! 
(CALLING IN THE DIRECTION OF Tlill BOAT) Irving! 
Little Imp 
A (SLEEPILY ) Yes, Charlee ? 
Char lee 
What i s the name of the King of the Imps, with long thumbs ? 
Little Imp 
8 (SUDDENLY FRIGHTENED , CROUCHING DOW BEHIND THE BOAT) 
Is h e here Y Don 't let him find me! 
Char lee 
c · e must know his name or he ' 11 take t h e Queen and her baby 
away to t n e Witching ood. 
Little Imp 
0 Oh , t hat would be horrible ! You have no idea what it's 
like t h ere! 
Poll 
P lease tell me his name ! 
Little Imp 
I don't know it ... 
Poll 
But ... you were an Imp. 
Little Imp 
That doesn't mean anything . Nobody knows his name but him, 
E and •.. and •.• 
Poll and Charlee 
And? 
-- l Lj.Q-
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A r. appe•Ds USR of the boat 
B I. crouches down and tries to hide behind the boat 
C C.L. X over to r. 
D I. X C followed by C.L. 
E I. X DLC 

Little Imp 
... and Rackny ! She's his special helper and just as mean . 
She knows, but you won't get her to tell--even if yo u 
could find her ..• 
oll 
(DET~R i i EDLY) I 've&£! to find her. 
Little Imp 
.But ... but she never leaves the i -i tching Wood. 
Poll 
Then I'll just have to go to the \itching Voo d . 
Little Imp 
4 (HORROR-STRICKEN) You don't know what you're saying! 
They'll roast you alive! Pull out your hair and make 
it into flying broomsticks! 
Poll 
I ... l've got to go. I've &Q! to find out his name . 
Char lee 
42 
I know a way you could ge t into the Witching t\ ood and out ------t 
again without being caught ..• 
Poll 
Oh, i f only could! ' •hat do I have to do? 
Char lee 
It'll be easy--if Irving will lend you his old skin ... 
Little Imp 
All for one, and one for all - and never tell! You can 
put it on, and nobody will know you from the other imps. 
I'll do it! 
... 
Poll 
A I. X to P.C. 
B c.L. X to boat, gets suit and X back to C 
C They help her into the suit 
* 
* Insert Dialogue 
Boll 
I'll do it! 
B (CHARLE BRI NGS I N THE I MP SUIT AND HELPS HER I NTO I T.) 
Poll 
(RECOILING ) Oh! It's •.• slippery ••• 
Charlee Loon 
I tried to dry it, but it won't dry ••• 
Little Imp 
It will never dry- Whenever I wore it, I always had a cold ••• 
Poll 
(BEGINS TO PUT ON SUI T) (SHIVERI NG) Oh, it's cold~ 
( U1 TCERTAINLY) But if it's t he only way ••• 
Charlee Loon 
It won't be for long •.. 
Boll 
(URGENTLY) Please - let's hurry.. • * 
c 
Charlee Loon 
You look fine, Poll, they'll never suspect a thing. 
-tLI- 9 - fl-
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(CHARLEE BRINGS OUT THE I MP SKI AND HELPS POLL INTO IT . 
WHEN SHE IS COMPLETELY INTO I T, CHARLEE A rn THE LITTLE IMP 
LOOK HER OVER.) 
* Charlee 
You look fine, Poll . They'll never suspect a thing. 
Poll 
(NERVOUSLY) I .•. I hope so, Charlee. 
Char lee 
Don't you worry, Poll , I'll be only a step behind you, 
wherever you go . 
Poll 
Let's hurry .•. 
A 
Char lee 
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Wait! (BENDING DOWN , GATHERING SAND FROM THE BEACH ) We may 
need some of this. It 's magic sand. This beach is the only 
place in the world you can find it. 
B (THE LI'rTLE HIP AND POLL KNEEL DOWN AND BEGIN GATHERI NG SAND . ) 
Poll 
What does it do? 
Char lee 
No time to talk. Gather it up and you'll be glad we have it. 
(THE LIGHTS FADE OUT TO END THE SCENE .) 
(LIGHTS CO ME UP ON THE 1\ I TCHir G WOOD . RACKNY STA1TDS AT A 
HUGE PO T STIRRING . THE HiPS DANCE AROU D H.!!:R , BRir G I NG 
C DIFF~RE~ T I NGREDIENTS AS SHE CALLS FOR THEM.) 
Rackny 
Bring bull tails, barberry, bug-eyes and briar! 
Other Imps 
Bulls-tails ! Barberry ! Bug-eyes! Briar! 
- lS O -
~ P.c. starts to run B 
B C.L. stoops to pick up sand and P.C. and r. join him 
C The soene opens with Rackney standing C US of a large oauldron 
As Rackney calls for the different ingredients, several imps bring them 
and put thea into the pot 
~-- - READY L.o~;JA, L.0 11 !7!3 A/VD L.o~2oA 
R£ttb-,. S. G ~ 7 
REA , 11. Q tf y 
'-· Q u l?li 0 
S .Q ,. 7 Go 
THEN 
L . Q b I 7' f3 G 6 c S;;-, DK E ) 
/'1 . Q # 9 Gc 
L. 0 '* .20A Go 
- t S"l-
Rackny 
Put poison toads, peawhistle, pigs -ears and prior •.• 
Other Imps 
Poison toads, peawhistle, pigs-ears and prior ! 
Rackny 
Add adle-pates, sugar bits, bore-hooves and ire ••• 
Other Imps 
Adle - pates, sugar bits, bore-hooves and ire! 
Rackny 
A 
Then stir with a human bone, over a fire! 
Other Imps 
Stir with a human bone. 
Rackny 
Heap up the fire! 
8 (THE IMPS RUN FRANTICALLY OUT BRI GING WOOD TO THRO~ ON 
THE FIRE.) 
Rackny 
More wood ! More wood! The Master will soon return with 
his bride, and the wedding feast must be ready! 
(THE I iPS SCURRY EVE FASTER 
SUDDE LY, RACKNY HALTS Tllli WITH A SHAR LY WHI::iPERED 
CO MMAND :) 
Rackny 
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C Quiet- I hear something ! 
(TO THE lst HiP AND ANOTHER ) 0 Ripper and Gashouse! go see .•• ) 
(THE l s t AND 2nd I iPS LEAVE . RACK ;r TUF S TO THE 0 'I' HERS) : 
lvJO re wood! ore fire! Heap it up higher! 
( THE I iPS B~GIN B I GI NG WOOD ONCE MORE , BUT 
THEY ARh STOPPED AGAIN BY THE R -ErTR~CE 0 
2nd IMPS, DRAGGING ANOTHER IMP BETWEE£ THEM . 
IN DISGUISE . 
B.I!.FORE LO iG 
THE lst AND 
IT IS PO LL 
A The Little ]mps converge on the pot 
B The Little Imps sourry about 
C The Little Imps Freeze 
D P. and Ro exit UR 
Sl'10K£ ouT 
A 
Rackny 
What have we here? 
Poll 
I ... I'm looking for Rackny. 
Rackny 
\hat do you want with her ? 
Poll 
I want to know ..• 
Rackny 
(SUSPICIOUSLY) Know what? 
Poll 
(CATCHI G HEkSELF) I want to know if I can live here in 
the Witching Wood ... 
Rackny 
Kow ••• that depends ... you must answer the Master 's riddle .•. 
Poll 
The Master ? you mean .•. what tehama call him? 
Rackny 
Whachama call him? (LAUGHS) I like you, little imp~ What 
is your name? 
Poll 
Ah ..• Rapskallion ~ 
Rackny 
So you want to be one of us ? You'll have to wait for the 
45' 
Master to return with his new bride. You 'll never guess --------~ 
who she is •.• 
A R. and P. enter UR and drag P.C . DC and R. X dawn C to tham 

4 
Poll 
(ANGRILY) o, I'd never guess. 
Rackny 
(TRIUM HANTLY) The Queen of No rfolk! --------------~ 
Poll 
(ANGRILY) You don't tell me ! 
Rackny 
A (SUDDENLY) I hear the Master's coach! The 1aster! The 
Master! (A RUNffiLE AND A CREAKING A D A GROA T I S HEARD AS 
THE SPINDLB I MP ' S COACH, A MOTOR CAR BUI LT OF BONES , 
ROLLS HAL'l'INGLY ONTO THE STAGE . THE SPINDLE I MP , I N HIGH 
SPIRITS, JU1PS FROM THE COACH BY THE FIRE AND DRAINS A BOWL 
OF BREW THAT IiACKNY IIANDS HIM!) 
Imp 
(S1UCKI NG HIS LIPS ) Good ! Good! Good ! -------------~ 
Rac kny 
But where is the Queen, Master ? I prepared a meal for two ... 
She will be here presently , dear Rackny.} Tomorrow she will 
be here, and with her--this her pretty little baby, f or 
t hey'll never guess my name! 
Poll 
(UNABLE TO CO NTROL HERSELF ) Of course they won 'tS 
Imp 
8 (TO RACKNY ) Who is this? 
Rackny 
His name is Rapskallion. Wants to live here with us. 
Do you wish this to serve me ? 
- [ (,-
A R. returns to the US side of the cauldron while all of the Imps, including 
P.c. prostrate themselves DR 
TEEN the S.I. enters UR, X DR, surveys his "horde", and the X USC 
to R. and samples some of the "brew" 
B s.I. X DR to see who spoke and R. follows 
- - R~AD'f L, 0 #J2D8 
-L.G>~2DBGo 
.::tJ.I\ p : Wrlo to!. 
., 
-\S'l-
Poll 
A I'd like to serve you what you deserve. 
8 You must answer me this a riddle first. And it is a hard 
riddle, as sure as my name is ••• 
Poll 
C (ANXIOUSLY) As your name is •.• ? 
0 
Imp 
( WITH A LAUGH AND A CAPER) Never yew mind! Yew must 
answer this my riddle. 
Rackny 
And if you cannot answer the riddle •.• 
Others 
(GLEEFULLY) Into the pot! 
Imp 
( WITH A CHUCKLE) Into the pot. Now listen, and this the 
riddle is: 
Hannibal Jones was fond of eggs, 
His breakfast every day was eggs, 
He kept no chickens who laid his eggs, 
He bought no eggs, he borrowed no eggs, 
He stole no eggs and was given no eggs. 
How did Hannibal Jones get e ggs? 
Chorus of Im~s 
How did he get his eggs? 
Poll 
He bought no eggs? 
Chorus of Imps 
(WITH MOUNTING GLEE) No! 
- I '5"8 -
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~ Ro returns to the US side of the cauldron while all of the Imps, including 
P.C. prostrate themselves DR 
THEN the S.I. enters UR, X DR, surveys his "horde", and the X USC 
to R. ana samples some of the "brew" 
B S. I. X DR to see who spoke and Ro follows 
A.. P.c. sta-nds and advances on s.r. 
B s.I~ capers UR 
C P.c. follows him 
D P.c. turns DS and asks the little ~ps 
- l ':;)-q-
Doll 
He borrowed no e ggs ? 
Chorus 
No~ 
Poll 
He stole no e ggs ? 
Imp 
( GLEEFULLY) and was given no eggs~ 
Poll 
But •.. 
Chorus 
How did he get his e gg s ? ~ 
You must guess and this quick . 
Poll 
(CONFUSEDLY, TO HERSELF ) How? 
lst Imp 
He k ep t no chic k ens who laid his e ggs. 
2nd Imp 
He bought no e ggs, he borrowed no e ggs. 
3rd Imp 
He stole no e ggs and was g iven no eggs. 
Chorus 
How did h e get his e ggs ? ! 
( TllliRB IS A MOMENT OF S I LENCE , DURIKG WH I CH POLL LOOKS 
COl\FUSEDLY ABOUT . THEN , THB SP I NDLE I MP SPEAKS ): 
-I(, o 
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- [ {. 1-
(GLEEFULLY) Well? 
Rackny 
Rapskallion's given it up! 
2nd Imp 
Into the pot! 
3rd Imp 
A Into the pot ! 
(A WILD CHORUS I S SET UP , Al\TD ALL THE I MPS BBG I N 'rO ADVANCE 
ON POLL, DRIVI NG HER BACK. 
CHARL E ' S SO G IS HEARD. 
L9 SUDDENLY, AT FAR LEFT , A SPOTLIGHT PICK OUT CHARLEE . HE 
CUPS HI S HANDS AROU£ D HIS MOUTH AND SAYS : "QUACK-QUACK!" 
POLL ' S FACE H 11ED IAT L CHANGES TO A SMILE. SHE SHOUTS A'l' 
THE TOP OF HER LUNGS:) 
c Poll Your riddle's as easy as pie! Quack-quack ! Hannibal Jones 
kept ducks! He had duck's eggs for breakfast. 
This way witty! 
(THE OTHER I MPS TAKE U THE QUACK! G A1 D BEGIN DAJ. CL G ABOUT . 
Tll ""' SPI NDLE I MP PATS PO LL OJ\ THh !iliAD :) 
You're a witty one, this you are, as sure as my name is .•. 
Poll 
0 1\hat ? as sure as your name is what? 
£ 
Imp 
(CHUCKLirG ) This would be telling . 
Rackny 
(CO llrG U B "'HIND POLL AND PULL! G tiER OUT Il\TO TH D CING 
- ( C.."2- -
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il The little imps start forcing P.c. back towards the po~ 
B C.L. steps into the UL area and yells his line theh exits 
C P.c. pushes her way C 
D .P.C. steps towards the S,I. UR 
E R. X B or pot and pulls P.c. back to C 
TEEN the imps start to dance and push P.c. back and forth between them 
Then, on her third trip across the stage, P.C. falls and her head piece 
falls off 
/?EAD '( L. 0 112 I ANi-''2 2 
ft-AI? N /'1.0 #jQ 
L, 0 # 21 G~ 
TH~-v 
L. 0 Jl 22 Go 
R£fliJY 11. c #I 0 
CRO~~.) A dance, Rapskallion! A dance for your supper! 
(THE OTH ,R IMPS BEGIN PUSHING DOLL BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN 
'!'HEM, AS THE SPINDLE IMP CLI iBS UP TO A SORT OF THRONE TO 
WATCH. TIIE PUSHING GETS FASTER AND FASTER, UNTIL POLL IS 
VIRTUALLY FLYING. THE SHOUTS OF THE IMPS BECO E LOUDER 
AND LOUDER . SUDDE LY, POLL TRIPS AND FALLS TO 'HE GROUND 
AND HER HEAD PIECE FALLS OFF . TH.bRE lS A HORRIFIED SIL.&NCE . 
THE IMP IS THE FIRST TO BREAK IT.) 
A (SNARLING) That's a child! 
Chorus 
SAVAGELY) That's a child! 
8 
Into the pot! 
Chorus 
(BEGINS ADVANCING ON POLL , OUT FOR BLOOD ) Into the pot! 
INTO THE ... 
C (SUDDENLY, THEY STOP D AD IN TH~IR TRACKS , PETRIFIED . 
CHARLBE LOO N HAS APPEARED BEHIND OLL.) Stop! 
Poll 
(SPINNirG AROUND) Charlee! 
l!!!E 
Get him, get them both! 
( 'rHE HIPS START FOR\VARD ONCE MORE , BUT CHARLEE REACH S INTO 
D HIS POCKET A~D THROWS A HANDFUL OF DUST INTO THEIR EY S.) 
Char lee 
Quick ! take some of this. 
Poll 
What do I do with it? 
Char lee 
£ Tnrow it~ 
-[(.,~-
A s.I. X c from UR 
B S.I. returns to UR and points at the pot 
C c.L. enters UL and X DL 
D P.c. runs DL to C.L. as all the imps and R. attack them 
E C.L. and P.C. throw the sa--nd and mow UL 
1"1. Q Hc/6 Go 
wARN L, 0 # 2.3 
ReAov L.0 11 23 
ty;,li'N 1'1 Q # I I 
II 
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Rackny 
(RETREATING) The sleeping sand!----------------------~----------
A (ALL '!'HE IMPS 'l'RY TO RUN, BUT BEFORE THEY GO SEVERAL 
S'l'EPS, THEY BEGIN TO DRAG THEIR FEET, MOVE SLOWER AND 
SLOWER AND FINALLY SINK DOWN TO THE GROUND INTO A DEEP 
SLEEP.) 
Char lee 
(TO POLL) I told you we'd be glad we had that sand. 
8 They'll sleep two hundred and twelve years ••.• 
(BUT THE SPINDLE IMP IS NOT AFFECTED. HE JUMPS UP ON 
'!'HE SEAT OP HIS THRONE:) 
C (SHOUTING) 
( CHAN'l' ING) 
By magic spells I'm not affected! 
But you will not be so well~p~r~o~t~e~.c~t~e~d~!~-----------
1 bind a curse upon your feet--
That nevermore will they retreat 
From the ground where they now stand 
To clay I turn them on this spot 
And in this place you'll slowly rot! 
You'll never tell the Doll about my plot, 
Never never tell her I'm Tom-Tit-Tot! 
Poll 
So that's your name! 
Imp 
(SNEERING) For all the good it will do you. 
Poll 
I'll tell my sister! 
(SHE 'l'RIES TO RUN BUT HER FEE'l' REM.AIN GLUED TO THE GROUND. 
PANIC S'l'RICKEN SHE TURNS TO CHARLEE.) 
' 
Poll 
Charlee! I can't move! 
Imp 
l) (CHUCKLING) Of course yew can't. I've cast this a spell 
on yew and nothing will ever, never break it. 
A All the little imps and R. flee ut and c.t. and P.c. follow; throwing 
sand 
The S.I. has retreated UR 
B C.L. and P.c. X DL 
C The s.r. moves DR 
D s.r. moves DRC 
L CQ "'23 Go 
I(~,.._P'f 11. Q fi II 
M.Q }$II Go 
Char lee 
We'll find a way. 
Imp 
(SNEERING) Sez yewl But I must be going to the palace now. 
They are ex~ecting me to claim my prize .•• 
(AS HE GOES) You'll never tell Doll about my plot. Never, 
A never tell her I'm Tom-Tit-Tot ! 
(EXIT) 
Poll 
Oh, Charlee, what will we do? No one can break the spell. 
Char lee 
B (PRODUCES BOOK) There 's only one way to break a black 
magical spell--you've got to wish real hard . 
Poll 
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(CLOSING HER EYES) I am wishing, Charlee, with all my might ... 
Char lee 
(CLOSI G HIS EYES, TOO) ~e , too •.• 
(THERE IS A 11101-lENT OF SILEr CE WH ILE TlillY WISH, THEl\J FINALLY :) 
Poll 
(WITHOUT OPENING HER EYES) Can you move, Charlee? -------~ 
Char lee 
(OPENI1G HIS EYES) We don't have enough wish- power just 
the two of us. 
Poll 
(TEARFULLY) What will we do? 
Char lee 
(LOOKI NG I N THE BOOK) There's 
Please, all of you wish hard. ~W~i~s~h~~~~~~~~~~~~e~~----~ 
broken! Close your eyes and WISH l 
(BOTH CHARLEE AND POLL CLOSE THEIR EYES AND ·w iSH. THERE 
IS A SILENCE, THEN:) 
~ s.r. oapera about and then exits UR 
B C.L.produoos the magic book. Both C.L. and PoCo remain in the 
same positions untill the spell is broken. They twist about trying 
to get free, but do not "move" 
WARN L.QF+2~ L,Qif-2S. L,Q 1:}2G,, LO :tt~7 4ND L.Off27 
ltVAR·'V' /1. Q 1'F i 2 4N2> /1. b Ft /3 
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I?EjlfD1' L. Q <f'l2 'f. L 0 # 20~ L, 0 .t:t2t:,, L, 0 Fl27 //Nb L. Q ~g­
f},qpl .11. 0 /~I 2 A 'V.;.> /1. 0 '*" ;3 
R4/i-P'I 0 Q 1;1 g' ,.q/V'..J S. 0 Ft-7 
Char lee 
It isn't working; you've got to wish harder~ Close your 
eyes double shut and hold on to your chairs as tight as 
you can and-- one, two, three - WISH ~ 
Doll 
Horray ~ We're free ~ 
Char lee 
Run , Poll, run to the palace and save Doll ~ 
(POLL RUNS OUT AT E•T , AND THE LIGBTS FADE OUT ON CHARLEE 
A SH UT I NG "RUN, RUN , RUN !" AFTER H ~R . ) 
-1 1 0 -
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& PoCo jumps into the air and then exits UR with C.L. following 
L . Q 11 25Gc 
/Vi Q # J2Go 
!HEN C W#~w BL;~tcK) 
S.Q Jj ~ Gc 
lHE/V c ~E/V CL.EA~) 
11.0 11 !3 Go 
L . 0 il,2(o Go 
TNE,IV ( ON ~l'f p) 
L . Q #27 Go 
.... S.Q 1:1 ]Go 
-Ill-
4 (THE ROYAL PA LACE--EVERYO:t-JE IS SCUH.RYII'.G ABOUT , TO A D 
FRO. A CO STA"-T HU/1.1 IS 'EPT UP BY RB ETITIO OF THE 
WORD "HURRY," Al\D OVER THIS THE "FORDS OF T. E VARIOUS 
8 CHARACTERS THAT TAKE THE STAGE 0 E AT A TIME ARE COU TER-
POINTED:) 
Cookee 
( ~ ITH A WOODEN SPOOr I HAND) The Christening is here 
And such a lot to bake 
Cookies, candies, icings, 
Really take the cake! 
I'm out of all my spices, 
The sugar's running down, 
The flour's only one inch deep 
I've got to go to town! 
c ( t HE RUSHES OUT) 
0 
Nan 
(SCURRYING ON WITH A LIST I N HER HAND) 
(SHE 
I have to check off everything, 
I must be sure of all, 
I must select the birds to sing 
The music for the ball . 
I got to find the bags of tea, 
And shine the silver spoon, 
And guests will be 
Here, very soon! 
SCURRY ' S OUT) 
Nollekins 
(RU1 S IN WITH HIS CLOTHES ALL AS E1-) 
Where the devil are my links? 
And where my tasseled hat? 
Who laid out whites instead of pinks 
They make me look too fat! 
Who switched my socks 
And creased my tie! 
On all of you, yes all,/a pox! 
£ Fie, Fie, FIE , FIE .---
( H.!!; EXI'l'S IN A HUFF) 
(THE HURRYING .AND SCUhRYING GRADU L Y DRIFTS OFF FTER H, 
TO REVEAL DOLL LOOKI JG SADLY OUT A WI NDOW:) 
Doll 
F Oh, you must hurry, Poll. Please hurry ..• 
(NOLLEKI NS CO MES STORM! G BACK ONTO THE STAGE :) 
--1/L.-
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A M. and J. enter UR of the Floor area and push the staira C 
B 
D 
E 
Then they walk up the stairs and the curtains open to reveal 
D.C. ~n a small chair Dl and the rest of the hpusehold in the 
following positionss 
1'\.C. 
N.N. c. 
1"\,- J: 
The people walk in the following pattern and end up in the positions 
for c. 1s speech 
H.c: 1\J,/'J, t'\~. c.. I~~ M.<: N. IT] E1 g] @ Ul 3 9 BrArs 0 N, 
c:?C M. 
ti\ 0 tLJ c, 
c. exits dawn the stairs and OffL. The people now move in these positions 
by use of the following patterns untill Nan's speech 
H.c N.N. 
:4 ~- I rJ.C, ME\ 0 ;11 lt-1·~ 
ev ~. ~;' ., tJ, o.' Q 6lt ;;.~, e~ ... r~ NN 
The people now move through these patterns and end up in these 
for the King's speech 
N.N \ 
~·~~ 
\<. 
f e; ~~ p 
~ ~, t3 & "'r.s l ·~ 
.. 
The people now move through these patterns for their exit 
I~ 13 ~rf T$ 
:l 
tJ, 
1 
:s. 
positions 
F D.C. X DL 

-ollekins 
A Where the deuce are my cuff links, Doll? 
Doll 
(WITHOUT TURNING) In your hand, Noll .. . 
(LOOKS , SMILES ) 
Well, so they are! 
·a llekins 
(PUTS ON THE CUFF LINKS , 5TRAIGHTE S UP TH~ RE~T OF HIS 
APPEARANCE) 
8 How do I look, dear? 
Doll 
(WITHOUT LOOK! G) Very kingly, dear .. . 
ollekins 
C (STRUTT I G) Well . .. I do , don't I? 
( NAN CuMES BUSTING I , FO LLOIED BY THE OTHERS , ALL 
0 DRESSED UP: ) 
an 
Is everyone prepared? 
E (SHE SEES DOLL) Why aren't you dressed, Doll? 
ollekins 
Yes, why? 
Doll 
(WITH DIFFICULTY) Because . .. because I'm not going to the 
F" christening . 
an 
Not going? 
Nollekins 
Not going? 
Others 
G ot going? 
-(1---i-
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A N. enters UC and X DL to D.c. 
B N.- struts R 
C .N, struts C 
D .N.N followed by the Codling Family and the Palace staff. They form an 
arc across the C of the stage 
E N.N. goes dawn the line and checks each one off 
F D.C. returna to the stool 
G Everyone crowds around D.C. 
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Nan 
But why? 
Nollekins and Others 
Yes, why ? 
Doll 
I. . . can't • • . I want to wait for Poll ... 
Nan 
Poll? 
Others 
Poll ? 
Nollekins 
(PEEVISHLY) I don't see that she is necessary ! 
Doll 
I must wait for her.----------------------------------------------~ 
Nan 
But where is she? 
Doll 
( BREAKING INTO TEARS) I don ' t know . 
Nollekins 
(UNCERTAINLY) Now, don ' t get upset, dear Doll . 
Hother Codling 
We'll wait . 
Doll 
But we haven't time to wait! 
Nan 
I was about to say that myself . 
-! {Co-
MJ?AI L. 0 tt-t2, 9 ,<fiV.b L. 0 * 30 
MR# 7;;(/,V.l>£/f' 
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Doll 
(EXCI~EDLY) · The Spindle Imp will be here soon ••• 
Nollekins 
1'he Spindle Imp? Who the devil is the Spindle Imp? 
Doll 
-
He'll take me and my pretty little baby away if I can't 
guess his name in three guesses! Don't let him Oh, 
please! 
Nollekins 
But why? How? Why? 
Doll 
-
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(IN T~ARS) Because he spun all the flax. I never did it! 
And that is his fee, if I can't guess his name! (THERE IS A SUDDEN CLAP OF THUNDE~R~A~N~D~1~·f~iE~R;uwonM~G~onE~s~------------
COMPLETELY BLACK. WHKN THE LIGHTS C ME BACK, THE SPINDLE 
IMP (TOM-TIT-TOT) IS SIT1' ING ATOP THE CHANDELIER:) 
A 
I am here for this my fee, Doll Codling. 
Doll 
-
(TURNING TO THE OTHERS) Oh, help me, please! 
Nollekins 
8( TO THE IMP) Go away! Do you hear me? Go away! 
Imp 
(CHUCKLES) I'll go, I will. I'll go and take Doll and 
C this her pretty little baby with me, I will. 
(TO DOLL) Three guesses, Doll, and be quick. 
Mother Codling 
If me biys could get their hands on ye ••• 
Dave 
They're be imp stew! 
-11 ~-
Jl During the Blackout. S.I. enters and stands on the throne 
B N. moves R towards s.I. but is deflected by magio and ends up DR 
C The Codling Brothers attaok S.I. but are held back by some magior 
H.c. X UR of s.I •• DA.C. moves UL of s.I. and A.c. moves DL of s.I • 
• 
/l£Al>t L. 0 'fl 2 7 A!Vl> L. o Fl..3o 
/1t::~DY I /1{/!Vb£/? 
L. 0 rt /! 7 Go 
7/IV!VZ>E~ G6 
I h'E/1/ 
i..Q :tt3o Go 
- ll q-
Abe 
-
Or imp pie! 
Dave 
Or maybe imp omlet! 
Hal 
Yeah. 
(THE IMP LAUGHS) 
Doll 
Help me. Help me guess his name. 
Nan 
We must put our heads together •.• 
A (THEY GATHER IN A SEMI-CIRCLE) 
I think his name is Salamander •.. 
Abe 
Oh, no. That's much too pretty ... 
Dave 
-
I think it's ragweed ••. 
Sourbug, I think it is .•• 
Nan 
There's Zebedee ••• 
Mother 
Or Hezekiah ••• 
Malmastazam, maybe ••• 
II 
-ffO-
Jl Every one gathers UL and form a ciroleo They then begin to move at randem 
in this UL area trying to guess his name 
D.C. and N. X DL and talk together, while S.I. remains on the throne 

A 
13 
c 
Nollekins 
(SUDDENLY, STRIDING TOWARD THE I MP) I know~ Your name is 
Nicodemus ~ 
This is one guess~ two more will tell. Are you ready, my 
Doll? 
Doll 
Oh, Poll , where are you? 
(THE OTHERS ALL GLARE AT NOLLEKI ) 
Nollekins 
(SHAMEDFACEDLY) 
sorry. 
I was really quite sure, you know ..• I'm 
Nan 
D (TURN I G BACK TO THE GROUP) I think his name is Guiseppi ..• 
1o ther Codling 
Lucifer sounds more like it ••• 
It's so hard names to think of ... 
Mother Codling 
Holsapple is one we could try •.. 
The worm! 
Nan 
Caladonia is .•. 
Nollekins 
59 
£ (.AGAIN CHARGI NG AT THE I MP .. POINTING HIS FI GER TRIUMPHANTLY) 
Your name is Barbarossa ! 
Imp 
(CHUCKLES) Two are past , the next is last! 
Nan 
(TO NOLLEKI S) Some people don't know when to be quiet! 
- \~.2- -
A N. XC 
B D.C X DL to imaginary window 
C N. rejoins group UL 
D N. takes D.C. DR 
E No X C 
- 1 6'~-
A 
Mother Codling 
Ye'll ruin it all. 
Nollekins 
(VERY SHMIEDFACEDLY) I. .. I don't know what came over me ..• 
an 
I kno w what it was, it was that devil imp! He tempted you 
without you even knowing it! 
(THE I MP GIGGLES) 
Your time's almost through . You've had the first two; the 
t h ird won't be fine, and you will be mine! 
Doll 
B Oh, Poll, please come, please .•• 
Nollekins 
C ( SUDDENLY) I know! His name is ••• 
Mother Codling 
Stop im! 
D ( THEY ALL POUNCE ON OLL •KI S , S 10THERI NG HIS VOICE BENEATH 
THEM . THE I MP JUMPS DO WN FROM THE CHANDELI •'R .AND CAPERS :) 
60 
E Do yew g ive up ? Dew yew give this up? ----------------------------~ 
Doll 
Please give us more time ..• 
Imp 
F ( SNARLING) 0 more time! Guess or forfeit! Guess or be 
mine, guess and be mine! 
Nan 
We'll never guess •.• 
A. N.N. X C and brings N. UL 
B D.C. X DR to window 
C N •. X DR 
D DA. c., H.c., A.C., and M.c. ruah DR piok N. up and carry him UL 
M.C, is sure to clamp her hand over his mouth 
E S.I¥ jumps down to the floor and X C 
F s.I. X DL towards D.c. and then returns to the throne 
/?~1JD1 L. 01/ 31 
Mfi!V L 0 rr 32 
A 
Doll 
Oh, Poll, where ~ you? 
You're mine , Doll Codling ! you'er mine! 
(POLL SUDDE LY APP ARS AT THE WI DOW:) 
(PANTING FOR BREATH) 
Oh, no, s he 's not! 
(THE I fP PH AROU D:) 
Rapskallion! 
Poll 
(HE CRINGES 0 THE FLOOR. 
8 .PO LL SWI GS SLOWLY DO'{ FROM 'l'H_b; WINDOW SILL A D ADVA~CES 
ON THE IMP .) 
Poll 
I will tell Doll about your plot, I know your name . It's 
Tom-Tit- Tot ! 
(AT THE tiE TIO N OF HIS NAME , THE IMP S~UEALS Vii TH PAIN 
AD CROUCHES LO ' RON TIE FLOOR .) 
Doll 
( REL I VED , SL PI1G r·ITH FA'J:IGUE ) Tom-Tit-Tot ... 
Nollekins 
C Tom-Tit-Tot! 
Others 
Tom-Tit-Tot! 
L) ( THEY KEEP REPEATING THE NAME LO UDER ~~D LOUDER AS THEY 
SLOWLY CLOSE I ON HI M: HE CRO UCHES LU WER A ·n L01\ R ON 
THE FLOOR AND HOWLS . THEY CLOSE ARO D HH! I N A CIRCLE , 
A D SUDDENLY, THE HOVLI G AND THB Cl-ANT CASE . THEY LOOK 
&"" AT EACH OTHER l 1r SURPRISE , AND BACK A 'AY: TIIE I MP HAS 
'- DISAPPEARED :) 
Where did he go? 
- t.fs & -
6J. 
A_ P.c .. runs down the audienoe aisle, uo the stair& and DR 
B s.t. jumps to the floor 
C N. X C above s.r. 
D All of the people form a oirole around So r. and hide:' him from the 
audience's view, He then exits UC 
E Every one falls baok to show that s.r. has disappeared 
J_ , O # 31 Go 
- - II 
,, I 0 M - TIT - I 0 T L, Q # 32 Go 
.Mother Codling 
I ... I don't know •.• 
Poll 
He's gone •.• forever. 
Nollekins 
( DUST I NG HI MSELF OFF ) You mean we'll never see h im a gain ? 
Poll 
(LOOK I NG AT DOLL) Never. 
Nollekins 
Good riddance, say I. 
an 
A And let us get on with the christening. We are an hour 
late as it is. 
Nollekins 
(TURNS TO NAN) 
8 No! No! the c h ristening must wait! First ... ( TURh i NG TO 
DO LL) •.• first I must apologize to Doll .•• 
I told you you had to spin, or I woul dn't marry you. Only 
I never really cared i f you could s p in, but I insisted 
because .•. I'm spoiled. 
Nonsense. 
C to insist. 
Nan 
You insisted because the spinn ing imp forced y ou 
He was be h ind it f ro m the beg inning. 
62 
~ N.N. X C from where she was D& 
B N. steps Cand the X DR to DoC• 
C N. N. X DR to N. 
WA fl,v L, 0 I+ .33 
/#'A f?N /'1. 0 II" I 'i A AI;) .M. 0 1:1 IS 
1------ t?E /tL>Y L 0 4 33 
l?c-,~IJ; /VI. Q ~~"I 'I 4.vi) /1. 0 tt. 15 
A 
Nollekins 
Well I, for one, am through with having others tell me 
what to do. Spinning imps or anyone else. I am the king . 
I am! 
(TO DOLL) Will you forgive me, Doll? 
Doll 
With all my heart . 
Nol1ekins 
To church - our son must have a name ! 
Doll 
Our daughter, ~11 , dear. 
l'!_o1lekins 
~ What? Oh ! yes, our daughter 
Poll 
To church! !o church! --------------------------------------------~ 
8 (DOLL 1'AKES HER BABY A D G IV S HER TO POLL, THE SH TAKES 
NOLL KINS AR 1; THE OTHERS . FOR A LINE BEHIND THEM, THE 
MUSIC STRIKES UP AND THEY ALL PARADE ONCE AROUND THE TH ATRE 
AND OU1' .) 
& C.L. and I. enter from UL of the floor area and stand DL 
B They all fo~ a procession and exit down the stairs through the center 
aisle of the audience. D.C. and N. leadJ followed by M.C. and N.N.: 
followed by c.,. who is followed by DA . c. and A.C.J· who are followed 
by H.Co and M. 
lvl .Q " ;.!J- Gc·· 
t.... Q IZ 33 Go 
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l,PPENDIX 
ACT 1 
M. Q. # 1-
. Q. # 2-
M. Q. # j ;;oo 
M.Q. # 4-
M. Q. # 5-
M. Q. # 6-
M. Q. # 7-
ACT 2 
M.Q. # e ... 
M.Q. # 9 .... 
M.Q. #10-
M. Q. #11-
M. Q. # 12-
lviUSIC CUES 
Overture 
Musical Bridge 
Charlee Loon - Charlee 
Trumpet Effect 
Trumpet Effect 
Charle e Loon ~ Charlee and Irving 
Charlee Loon- Charlee , Irving and Poll 
Queen of Norfolk 
Mus ic Continues Under Scene 
Proclamation Song 
Trumpet Effect 
Spinning Dance 
Wedding March 
Overture and Chorus of Queen of Norfolk - Lullaby 
~Jlus ic Continues Under Scene 
Tr umpet Effect 
Witchi ng ~vood 
Witching Wood - Dance 
Tremolo Under Curse 
~ itching Wood - ~usical Bridge 
-l q ~-
M.Q. #13-
M.Q. #14-
M. Q. #15-
.~ .. 
MUSIC CUES CON~IWJED 
Confusion Song - ( Overture 
Charlee Loon - First Chorus 
ltledding March 
Curtain Call l\>1usic - First Chorus of Charlee Loon 
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Exit Music - Entire Charlee Loon 
and Entire Proclamation Song 
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SET CUES 
ACT 1 
S .Q .. # 1- Curtains Open 
S.Q. # 2- Curtains Close 
S . Q. ff 3- Curtains Open 
S . Q. # 4- Curtains Close 
S . Q. # 5- Change set between Acts 
Act 2 
S .. Q. A 6- l\1ove SL Platform back to origi~nal position .,. 
S . Q. # 7- Strike SL and SR Platforms to side wall.s 
Set Cauldron and Strike set props 
S.Q. # 8- Strike Cauldron 
s ~Q . # 9- Curtains Open 
-.)ll-
·- .... ' · SPINDLE 1f 11 P 
LlGHTlNG ARE/\ Pl.OI 
5 C. A).... E Ye'' ::: 1'-o'' 
B. W ODl. D R.J "bGE 
r-
... Jf ~ 
. ·-r:M? .. 
··.£:,P.A.: :·1:MP\ 
I · .. 'SP. r.:> _: 
·. .· 
AI H r 
5"P6 1/\LS 
~·,. ..... ~ 
,: C:l-. ': 
.._ s~.: 
. · .... 
l 
t-i 
-+---J ---1 
L..IGJ..II 
BOoT It 
LIGBT CUES 
L.~. =1/= 1 ... 
L.~. #2 ... 
L.~. =1/= 3 • 
Le ~ 1J: 4 .. 
L.~. # 5 ... 
L.~. =1/= 6 ... 
L.~. I a -
L,q. # 9 "" 
L.~. I 10 ... 
L.~. # 11 "" 
L.Q. #12 • 
L.Q. I 13 -
Ebuse Lights Dip 
Ebuse to .Half' 
Ibuse Out 
Areas 6, 7 , . a, and 11 and 12 _£1m up 
Areas s. 7, s, 11, and 12 Black Out 
Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Dim up 
Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Dim out 
Areas 6, 9, 10, 11, and 13 D~ up 
Areas 6,, 9, 10, 11, and 13 Blackout 
Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Dim U£ 
Stair spot Dims u,e ( when N. and N.N. reach C) 
Stair spot Dims out ( when N. and N.N. enter) 
Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Dim out 
Areas. 1, 2, a. 4, and 5 Dim u~ (Imp Light) 
Imp Special B Dims u~ (When Imp sits down to spin) 
Imp Special B Dims out (When the Imp gets up) 
Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Slow Dim out 
Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Blackout 
Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Slow Dim u,;e 
Stair Special Dims up ( As stairs are pushed C) 
TIEN 
Areas 6.., a, 9,. 11, 12, and 13 Dim Up (When processional) 
TEEN (reaches floor ) 
Aisle Specials Dim U;e ~ Area 1, 2, 3, 4, and " Dim Out 
TIEN 
Areas 61 • 8, 9, 11,. 12, and 13 Dim out 
TEEN 
Aisle Specials Dim Out AS lbuse Lights Dim U;e 
-2.:ZO-
LIGHT CUES oon't 
lbuse to &lf 
lbuse Out 
L.~. I 14 • Areas 6, 9• 10~ 11,. and 13 Dim Up 
L.C(. # 15 ..., Areas 6,. 9, . 10, 11, and 13 Slow Dim out 
L.~. # 16A ~ Areae 6, 9, 10, 11, and 13 Slow Dim up (Imp light) 
L.~. # 16B • Areas 6, 91 10, 11, and 13 Dim up higher (Imp light out) 
L.Q. # 17 • Areas s. 9,. 10, 11, and 13 Black out 
L.~. #18 • P.C. Special A Dim U£ ( As P .c. enters) 
TEEN 
P.c. Speoial B and Areas 6,, 7, 8, 11, and 12 Dimm up 
AS P.c. Special A Dims out ( As P.c. X DC) 
Then 
P.c. Special B Dims out ( As P.c. X DR ) 
L.~. # 19A • Areas 6~ 7,. 8,. 11, and 1~ Blackout 
L.Q. # 19B - Smoke On 
L.Q. # 2~ • Cauldron lights Fliker 
T!EN 
Areas 6,. a,. 9,. 11, 12, and 13 Dim up to low reading (Imp light) 
Smoke Out 
L.Q. # 20B - Cauldron lights stop Flikkering1 but remain on 
L•Q.• # 2:-l ... C.L. Special Dims up 
L.~. # 22 - c.L. Special Dtme out 
L.Q. # 23 .. Cauldron lights Dim out 
L.~. # 24 - Areas 6, 8, 9,. 11, 12, and 13 Dim up higher (Imp light out+ 
L.Q. # 25 ... Areas 61 8, 9,. 11, 12, and 13 Blackout 
-2-z.l-
LIGHT CUES oon't 
L. • I 26 • Ste.ir speoia.l Dims U£. 
L.Q. I 27 • Areas 1, 21 3, 4, and 5 Dim up 
L.~. I 28 ~ Stair special Dims out 
L.Q. I 29 - Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 Blaok out 
L.~. I 30 - Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,. and S.I. special A Dim up to low level (Imp light) 
S.I. special A Blackout 
L.Q. I I! .. Areas 1, 2, 3,. 4, and 5 Dim up higher (Imp light out) 
L.Q. I 33 • Stair Special Dims Up ( As they start to descend) 
TEEN 
.Areas 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 13 Dim u~ A.s processional 
THEN 
reaches 
Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Dim out AS Aisle special Dims up 
TEEN 
Areas 6, a, 9, 11, 12, and 13 Dim out 
Then 
Aisle special Dims out 
CUrtain Calls Areas 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 13 Dim up 
Then 
Areas 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 13 Dim out 
Then 
Ebuse Lights Dim up 
the floor) 
-/4CI I. 
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TEE SPINDLE IMP 
Prop List 
Table and three chairs 
Spinning Wheel 
Two stools 
Small "Royal" chair 
Throne 
Ovin with twelve dumplings in it 
Ba.ssenet 
Eight foot Dory 
Large Cauldron 
Table setting for three plus extras 
Basin and towel 
Small wooden bowel 
Dipper 
Stirring stick (HUman Bone§ 
Large Spoon 
.Milk Pail 
Fish Net 
Basket of fish 
Empty flour sacks 
Full flour sacks 
Bales of Flax 
Twelve spindles of yarn 
A spindl~ holder 
Tray of Dumplings 
Several roles of "lbl~ linnen 
A Feather Duster 
A long Rope 
A Book with Magic written on it 
A pad and pencil 
Small amount of sand (Glitter) 
Baby 
Smoke device for Cauldron 
T BE SPINDLE IMP 
Costume Plot 
Joe Clapsaddle -
Nancy Abbott-
Shelia Ginsberg-
Bobbi Wood-
Bill von Meding-
Mary Lou Warner-
George Connolly-
Louis Ponderosa-
Richard Chamberlain-
Lowell Levinger-
Steve Zweigbaum-
Olivia Golden-
Ola Rotimt-
Richard Fielden 
Peter Fielden 
Diane Roache 
Heidi Thompson 
Lisa Ka.nin 
Joanna Strock 
Charlee Loon 
Doll Codling 
Poll Codling 
Mother Cod 1 ing 
Nollilcens 
Nurse Nan 
Irving and John 
The Spindle Imp 
be Codling 
I:al Codling 
Rackney and 
Dave Codling 
Megs, the dairy maid 
Cookee, the oook 
LITTLE IMPS 
Fisherman's outfit with 
pocket for Magic Book, 
Rabbit suit. inner lining 
Peasant girl and Queen 
Peasant Girl 
Peasant Woman 
King 
Nurse or Nanny costume 
Imp suit, Rabbit suit and 
Butler'~ unifor.m 
Imp Costume 
Peasant boy 
Peasant Boy 
Whitch Costume 
Peasant boy 
Dair.f maid 
Cook's costume 
Imp costume 
lLAKE- tJP CHART STER LEGEND 
I... Headings : Chara.c . 
Type 
Rouge 
Eyebrow 
Charac ter Name 
Type of base (e . g.: grease , pA.ncake ) 
- Li p Rouge 
Eyebrow pencil , unless indicated 
other ise 
Hair Hair color 
2 . Brackets beside character names indicate one ac tor playing 
more than one role : He is responsible for both make- ups . 
3. Symbols : 
a) Subscripts 
F 
s 
Factor (Jlax Factor prod 1c t ) 
Stein ( Stein ' s product) 
b) Deneral 
0 
G 
d) 
m 
Jl 
Br 
Bl • 
Pa.nc e b ee 
Grease base 
Dry Liner s t ick 
Moist Liner (Tins) ; (mr 
ale lip rouge (dry~ 
Brown 
Black 
- moist rougl!l ) 
c ) Hair : 
S Silver ~streaks •n tips• Hairspray 
Sa - Auburn •str eaks ' n Tips Hairepray 
d) Liner Number Colors (Based on Stein ' s Color Charts) 
3 Bed 
4 Grey 
5 Red 
7 Brown 
9 Blue 
11 Blue 
13 . - Red- Purple 
15 ite 
16 Y llo 
17 Black 
18 Carmine Red (dry) 
20 - Green 
23 - Purple 
THE SPINDLE IMP 
-
DESIGNED BY: 
ROBERT BRUYR 
Charac. T~e Base 11. Powder Liner Rouge .E~ebro Hair flEe ci a l Notr<s 
CHt\RL '<.. CF l ON dsl5 Bl 
ds7 
dsl6 
DOLL CF 25 
--
dS7 dSl8 .Br 
ct rr: 
Eyes: dS9 
POlJJ_, CF 26 dSl6 ),{ Br 
.MOTH 'R CF 27 dS? dS7 Br e 
dSlo mrS5 
dSl6 
HAL CF 28 
--
dS? Br Sa 
-
· BE CF 28 dS? )( Br 
-dSl5 
CF 28 dS7 Br 
dS15 
GF 5 Sl roSl3 lfhi te Wi Latex 
mSll Tissue, 
mS15 Face 
mS20 :Prosths is 
mrS3 
No l l. OF 2N dS7 Br 
-dSl6 Carmine-
dSl8 red 
COOKI Sl , 
-
NNNY OF 27 
--
dS7 :u: :Br Se 
dS23 
dSl5 
dSl 6 
l!EGS OF 27 dS7 dS7 ~r 
- -dS15 mrS5 
EHN CF eN -- dS7 M Bl i g -RVI NG dSl5 
dSl 6 
mrS5 ,AB Irving 
S'DINDL :1 IMP - COJlEPLETB FRE'f!::OO I DES:rGNI NO OWN X KE- UP 
IMPS* GS BL CK Sl mS15 
-
Blo out - ..;t. Clo n whi te 
FACE. ... Fo\\o ,) d1a.qtniN\ 
- ~-zEr-
) 
uTTL-E "I~'1F'S Mf\\<e-<.JP PLO\ 
,.. r~·, '- ._ ... · ...._ 
13 or ·Jij.,.. 
SCENE BREAKDOWN 
• 
1•1 Opening 
Char lee 
Mother Codling 
Nurse Nan 
Doll 
King and Voice 
Brothers 
1-a Irving Sequence 
Char lee 
Irving 
Poll 
1•3 Dream Sequence 
Doll 
Mother Codling 
Poll 
1-4 Proclamation Scene 
Nurse Nan 
John the Butler 
Megs the Dairy Maid 
Cookee the Cook 
King 
1•5 Bamboozled Soene 
Doll 
Mother Codling 
Poll 
Brothers 
1•6 There Stands your Bride 
Same as above PLUS 
King 
Nurse Nan 
John 
Megs 
1-1 Spinning Soene 
Doll 
Spindle Imp 
Little Imps 
1 .... 8 To Church 
All in Scene 1-6 
2tl Our Son is a girl 
King 
Doll 
Poll 
Cookee 
2-2 First Guessing Soene 
Doll 
Poll 
Spindle Imp 
2-3 Charlee, I need help 
Poll 
Char lee 
Irving 
~ Witching Wood 
Rackney 
Spindle Imp 
Poll 
Char lee 
Little Imps 
2•5 Confusion Scene 
King 
Doll 
Mother Codling 
Brothers 
Nurse Nan 
Spindle Imp 
John 
Cookee 
Kegs 
2-6 Imp Death and To Church 
All above PLUS 
Poll 
Irving 
Char lee 
REHEARSAL SCHEDULE All rehearsals held in Room 420 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Monsay 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
October 31 
November 1 
November 2 
November 3 
November 4 
November 5 
November 6 
7:30 
3:30 
7:30 
3:30 
7a30 
Read Through 
Music Rehearsal 
Read Through 
1-2 Charlee and Irving 
1-6 
1•7 
~a30 1-7 Doll and Spindle Imp 
10:00 Brothers and Charlee 
2:30 Little Imps Spinning Danoe 
3s30 - 5:00 Little Imps Witching Wood 
7a30 Production Meeting 
3:30 - 4:30 Charlee and Irving 
4:30 • 6:00 Little Imps 
6:30 .. 8:00 2•5 
8:00 - 9:00 1 ... 4 
9:00 • 10s00 Spindle Imp and Doll 
3:30 .,. 5:30 Production Meeting 
5:30 ... 6:30 1-2 
7:00 4 8:00 1•1 
8:00 - 8:30 1•3 
8:30 .. 10:00 1•5 
1•6 
1•8 
November 7 3s30 - 5:00 Music Rehearsal 
5:00 - 6:00 2~1 
6s30 ... 7:00 Witching Wood 
7:30 - 9:00 ~6 
9:00 • 10:00 Music Rehearsal 
Costume measurements taken 3:00 - 4s00 in Room 468 
November 8 3a30 - 4:30 1•4 
4:30 - 5:30 1 ... 5 
1•6 
1-8 
5:30 ... 6:00 2•3 
6:30 - 1:00 Review Little Imps 
1:00 ... 8:00 2•4 
8:00 .. 9s00 2•5 
2-6 
9:00 - 10:00 2-2:: 
- ~ "3 l-
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
November 9 
November 10 
4:00 - 6:39 Run Aots 1 and 2 
7:00 - 8:00 1-3 
8a00 - 9:00 2-1 
9a00 - 10:00 2-2 
LINES DOWN 
9:30 - 11:30 Charlee, Irving and Poll 
2:00 - 3a00 Little Imps Spinning Dance 
3:00 - 4:00 Little Imps Witching Wood 
4:00 - 5a00 1-1 
November 11 Mary Lou works with Bunny 
November 12 1.: )Oo- 10:50 Raokney 
10:30 - 12:00 2-4 
12a00 - 1:00 1•7 
1:30 - 3:00 1-5 
1 ... 6 
1-8 
3a00 • 5:00 2-5 
2--6 
November 13 3a00 - 3:30 Poll and Charlee 
3:30 - 5t00 1•4 
November 14 
November 15 
5:00 - 6:00 Brothers 
1:00 - 7:30 Jim Selia, Bill von Meding and 
Mary lou Warner 
7:30 - 10:00 2-5 
3:30 - 4:00 
4:00 - 4:30 
4:30 - 5:30 
5:30 - 6:00 
6:00 - 6:30 
1:00 - 8a30 
2•6 
Brothers 
Doll 
1•4 
1•2 
2-3 
2-5 
2-6 
8:30 - 10:00 1-5 
1-6 
1•7 
1-8 
ALL HA.ND PROPS 
3:30 - 4:30 2-1 
4a30 - 5:30 2•2 
6:00 - 6:45 Spinning Dance 
6:45 - 7:45 2-4 
7:45 - 9:00 1-5 
1-6 
1-7 
1-8 
9:00 - 10:00 2-5 
2-6 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednewday 
Thurdday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
November 16 3:30 - 4~00 1-1 
4:00 - 4:30 1-3 
4:30 - 5:30 1-5 
1-6 
1-7 
1 .. 8 
5:30 - 6:30 2-5 
2-6 
November 17 9:30 .., 11:30 Charlee, Irving and Poll 
2~00 - 5:00 Run Acts 1 and 2 
November 18 Bill von Meding works with Bunny 
November 19 3:30 - 4:30 1-1 
4:30 - 6:00 2-5 
2-6 
6~30 - 8a00 2•2 
8~00 - 9~00 1•5 
9:00 • 10:00 Individuals 
November 20 3:30 - 4:30 Bill VOil Meding 
4:30 - 5:30 1•5 
November 21 
November 22 
November 23 
November 24 
November 25 
November 26 
November 27 
1-6 
5:30 - 7:00 Run Acts 1 and 2 
8:00 - 16:00 Run Acts 1 and 2 
Thanksgiving vaoation No Rehearsal 
Some Tech work 
12:00 - 5:00 Run Acts 1 and 2 
12:00 • 5:00 Run Act 1 
3:30 -
4:30 .. 
6:00 .. 
3:30 -
6:00 -
4:30 
5:00 
1-4 
2-5 
2-e , At Dnug Schmidts Apt. 
1-1 
1-2 
Rehearse cast replacements 
Music Rehearsal fo replacements 
11:00 Space Rehearsal at Theatre 
5:00 Rehearse replacements at Admiral 
11:00 Run through at Theatre 
Bldg. 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
November 28 3s30 • 5s00 Polish scenes at theatre 
6:00 - 11:00 Tech Runthrough at Theatre 
November 29 3:30 - 5:.00 Run through at Theatre 
7:30 • 11:00 Dress Rehearsal 
November 30 CALL 2s30 for 4:00 Performance 
December l 
Dece1uber 2 
December 3 
December 4 
CALL 12:tO Rehearse aey changes 
Call 12:00 Rehearse and run all changes 
6:00 - 10:00 Run through 
,CALL 8 :00 for a 7:00 Performance 
CALL 2:30 for a 4:00 Performance 
.&T.t~GE MANAGER'S LOG 
Friday November 30 Curtain Up 4:12 
Curtain Down 4:55 
Curtain Up 5:12 
Curta in Down 5:41 
---------
Shaw l hr. 21 mim 
Inter. 17 mim 
------------Totol 1 hr. 38 min. 
Uonday December 3 Curtain Up 7:02 
Curtain Down 7:44 
Curtain Up 8:00 
Curtain Down 8:35 
Show 1 hr. 17 mim. 
Inter. 16 mim. 
--------------
Tot ol 1 hr. 35 mim. 
Tuesday Deoember 4 Curtain Up 4:00 
Curtain Down 4:38 
Gurtain Up 4:50 
Curtain Down 5:25 
---------
Shcm 1 hr, 14 mim. 
Inter. 12 mim. 
----------------totol 1 hr. 26 mim. 
Boston University School of Fine and Applied Arts 
Division of Theatre Arts 
GRI\.DUATE THESIS PRODUCTIONS 
Authorization Procedures 
Name of student: Bernice Mendelsohn Performance Dates :Dec. 3&4, 1962 
Play: The Spindle Imp Author: John Wexo 
PROCEDURE DATE ACCOMPLISHED 
2. 
------------------------------' Chairman of Design 
3. Production Expenses: PROPOSED BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET 
Scenery $ 9.00 $ s.oo 
Properties $ 7.00 i; ''.no 
Costumes $ IS.tm $TI.oo 
Lighting $ 4.00 $ 4.00 
Sound & Music $ $ 
Transportation $ $ 
Scripts $ $ 
Miscellaneous $ (t\> 'W 
TOTAL ~· 35.00 $ 34.00 'W 
4. Budget Approved: 
------------------------------' Division Chairman 
Purchasing Accounts Settled: 
~ . 
--~~~~~~~~~~~~----~ Production Manager 
; . 
. , 
